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1.0 INTRODUCTION

When at least 4.5 million arrests per yedi involve people who may
have alcohol problems, and when about 2 million people per, year pass
through the courts without any'respolpe being made to their drinking
habits, it is obvious that close cooperation between the courts and the
alcoholism profession would be productive., How does one bring it about?
That is the subject of this study.

The nation contains between 20,000 and 40,000 judges: a small,
reachable group with considerable power. Judges see almost as many
alcohol-abusers as they do "criminals." They see more people with drink-
ing problems in a year then does any person in the treatment profession.
They see at least 10% of,the nations problem drinkers every year, most
of whom are not skid row drinkers. Judges have the power to get someone

se to discover whether a defendant has a drinking problem, and to get
an identified problem drinker to enter and stay in treatment. If they

referred all problem drinkers, the present treatment system could not
cope. If the treatment system worked, the judgv.' criminal caseloads
would drop sharply. That is the ultimate objective of this study: a

--Yebrielita-tion of judicial authority and-energy beneficial teboth the
courts and the treatment protesSion.

Judges cannot themselves be asked either to identify or to treat
,peoPlemididrinking problems- They need. hello' in the form of a referral

:
system. That is, by using .c curt support personnel to provide pre-sentence
reports or (better) screening and categorization techniques, judges can
refer defendants to appropriate treatment. Through various judicial powers,
they can also ensure that treatment agencies get the time to help the de-
fendants. In other words, they are the prime movers in a court,-based re-

ferral system, but they'need support to start, operate, and monitor 'that
system (Ohich is called throughout this report "alcohol referral").

Although the relationship between alcohol and the courts has been
documented over and over again, no one has taken the initiative in helping

Concerned judges plan alcohol referral systems. The judiciary and the

alcoholism profession are very uneasy with each other and'know little about

each other. Communication between the two groups fades out easily. This

report is therefore addressed to people from both groups. It lays out

factual information ne er before assembled in one place, and some practical

strategies, so that pl ing alcohol referral systems may be undertaken
with some common under tanding by whoever wishes to'start it and by any

method he chooses.

The report talks briefly about he dimensions of the problem. Any '

of our 9 million arrests per year ma involve alcohol or a problem drink-

er - the categories of such arrests e described. For the 2 million de-

fendants per year who merit screenin for alcohol problems, there are at

least 20,000 d perhaps 40,000 jullges in several very different court

systems who c uld implement some form of alcohol referral programs. To

6
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motivate and help these judges, there are a great variety of educational
methods, and many agencies and institutions to fund, conduct, or sponsor
educational efforts. The'report describes them. The report also talks
a?out the subject matter of education, recommending that education about
a coholiam as such should be subsidiary to education about how to solve
the judges' procedural and legal-problems. The report does not recommend
trying, to make judges either experts in alcoholism or social workers. Nor
is it by any meads restricted to public drunkenness or 'chronic inebriates'
or decriminalization. it scans the whole range of relatignships petween
alcohol and crime and the courts.

For want of a better term,.the report talks about judicial "education"
in alcohol referral,"Education" here means not the conventional trans-
fer of information, but methods of convincing judges that alcohol-related,
cases provide an excellent avenue for them to exercise legitimately their
present pre-sentencing and Sentencing authority insuch a way as to might-
ily improve their court operations in all areas of administration, record -
keeping, pre-sentence, probation, and evaluation: They can make their
courts more efficient and-their actions more effective. by enabling the
alcoholism treatment system to have access to'defendants. "Education"
thereford is a matter of system analysis, design, problem-solving, and job-
planning. . .

The main obstacles to a national -level effort at judicial edupation
in alcohol referral are fairly cider:

3. Thd power t6 bring about alcohol referrals rests with
individual judges, in individual courts and they-mostly' lack
both the knowledge and the resources to set up their own
systems or cooperate with existing prO4rams appropriately.

2. Many previous attempts to "educate" judges. about "alco-
holish" have worked poorly because they were too oriented!

,.toward the_sociological or medical, seekiWextra work from
the judges rather than helping them.

0

3. None of the major g vernmental agencies has made judicial
planning for alcohol..r ferral a top priority--or.even.an im-
portant issue- =for the criminal justice system.

Thilreport suggests ways o overcoming those obstacles. It does
not set out a master plan for the one true way of assisting judicial.
*planning for, referral systems. bn the contrary, it advocates as much
use as possible of existing organizations and programs, by a variety of
methods, and with the addition Of new initiatives. The report's in-
tention is to stiMulate thought and interaction, so that the subject--.
matter will have a higher priority in all interested organizations; both
governmental and professional. The facts are straightforward. The de-
sign of referral systems benefits both the co and the alcoholism
treatment profession. All We need is the right peOble to accept the
responsibility for helping the judges do the job, and this report indicates
who those people may be.

7
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2.0 ALCOHOL AND THE COURTS

c

The objective of this section is to outline the major categories
of court cases in terms of alcohol-involvement and to.estimate the
number Of arrests and people involved, i.e., the size of the target-
group for an alcohol referral system.

2.1 Alcohol and Illegal Behavior

All research studies underline the close association between alcohol
and illegal behavior, whether in misdemeanors or in felonies, in homicides
or victimless crimes, in domestic disputes or traffic offenses.' There
are no accurate, nationwide statistics measuring the burden placed on
the courts by alcqhol abuse,.

'

As the Pretident's 'Commission reported in 1967: "There are no
national and almost no State of local statistics at all in a number of
important areas: the Courts, probation, sentencing, and the jails"
(Task Force Report: Crime and its IMpact, p. 123). No one knows what
is really happenirig in our court systems As far as.alcohol referral is
concerned, one would like to know the number of people entering the courte
who have drinking problems. Since this number can only be appraximated
by arrest statistics and rough certain selective'studies,-one.can

tltalk only in terms of pro ortions and round numbers However, the
numbers are so large that even an "error of 100% would not affect de-;
cisions about the need for a response.

NIAAA calculates that alcohol-related cases cost the criminal
justice system at least half a billion dolls every year (New Knowledge,
p. 54). The FBI calculates that in 1973 there were 9 million non-
traffic arrests; of these, 1.5 million were for public drunkenness,
about another million for offenses usually related to alcohol (e.g.,
vagrancy, disorderly conduct), and another million for dfinking driving.
At least a quarter of all other offenses involved alcohol. Therefore
it is conservative to estimate that half o/ all non-traffic arrests--
say 4.5 million in 1973--involved people who merit screening to determine
whether they have drinking problems. In any court on any day, what
proportion of the defendants merits screening --two - thirds? a half? a

1. This'is not an assertion that alcohol causes cri , an idea which
has yet to be proven and which is irrelevant to the-ide tification and
referral of prOblem drinkers. The President's Commission on Law
Enforcement and Administration of Justice wrote in 1967: "Excessive
drinking of alcoholic beverages is a significant fact in the commission
of crimes. However, there are as yet no data that demonstrate that
alcoholism is a significant factor in the commission of crimes."
HoWever, "the Closestrelationship between intoxication and criminal
behavior (except for public intoxication) has been established for
criminal categories involving assaultive behavior" (Task Force Report:
Drunkenness, p. 14).



quarter?2

Arrest figures do not tell how many actual.people flow through the
courts each year, but this number can be approximated by looking at
the flow through the correctional system: people in jail, on prdbation
or parole, or in court-ordered'treatment. The correctional system
handles;between 2.5 and 3 million people per yeltX. On any,given day,
about 1.5 million people are within its control, a third in institutions,
two-thirds on probation or parole. Of these convicted persons, how
many'are in trouble with alcohol: ,a million? 800,000? Extrapolation
from various studied jurisdictions suggests that roughly two- thirds of
the convicted population have some kind of drinking problex; about
2,million people per year. As much as 70% of the prison population have
alcohol problems. About 40% of the parole and probation population
clearly have drinking problems: some 400,000 persons within the control
of the correctional system but out in the community, each day of the year.
And it is probable that these persons include very few of our skid row
population.

Accept any of these figures, or cut them in half if you will, and
it is still clear that the courts deal gmost as often with aldohol
problems as they do with illegal behavior. Judges encounter more problem
drinkers per year than any treatment per8on.in the country.

2.2 Public Drunkenness and the Courts

Public drunkenness regularly accounts for at the very least 20% of
all non-traffic arrests each year, or I2etween 1.5 and 2 million,, arrests.
It is still the largest category of alcohol-related court cases. Of
recent years, this kind of arrest has received a great deal of attention:
governmental reports (President's ComnisSion in 1967, the D.C., Crime ^
Commission in 1567, and NIAAA's Alcohol and Health in 1968), professional

2 Some arrest figures suggest a stunningly high involvement of alcohol
with criminal or anti-social behavior. In December 1969, the patrolmen
of the Los Angeles Police Department recorded the alcohol-involvement
of every incident in which tqey participated: Of 11,893 incidents,
19.4% involved alcohol, but of the 1,526 arrests stemming from these
incidents, 71.9% involvedalcohol. Details of the arrests show the
following picture:

1,0

Percentages of arrests that were alcohol involved:

Drunk and under the influence 93.7%
Disturbance 82.4%
Burglary and theft 49.7%,

Traffic violation and accident \67:3%

Family and neighbOrhood dispute 92.3%
Assault with a deadly weapon 78.5%
Miscellaneous 64.7%
All arrests 71.9%

%./
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decisions (ABA/AMA Joint Statement, of rinciples Obnoerning Alcoholi4D4
1964); court decisions (Easter and Driver in 1966,° Powell in;198); and
legitlactiom (the Uniform Alcoholism and Intoxicatibn Treatment 'Act, 1971,
now implemented in at least 26 states). The trend toward decriminalization
has become vex # strong, and the related trend toward treatment rather

than incarceration almost as strong. Theoretically these trends should

reduce -the degree of the courts' involv6ment with the chronic public

inebriate, and there has been a small but steady decrease in arrests
during7recsnt years. But public drunkenness is not really moving oUt

of the courts.

Most arrests for public drunkenness deal pith the chronic public
inebriate, the skictrbw alcoholic who is estimated to account for some
5sts-84: of our problem drinker population. A public drunkenness case
does not occupy much court time, since about 90% f the cases are dis

,posed of by guilty pleas at stated hours of the'day.: :11,hathrust-of'4'.

the decriminalization effort is therefore to save the time of the police,
the processing required of the courts, and the sensibilities bf the court

system. Public drunkenness arrests have engaged some judges in alcohol
referral systems, but because of the kind of population arrested, these

referral tysteds tend'to have been (a) for detoxification; (b) into

"Court Honor Clases" sponsored by the courts;, (c) in the direction of

rehabilitation by medical and social work agents. On the one hand,

chronic inebriate cases have given concerned judges the greatest
opportunity to engage.in alcohol,referral; on the other, they have
given judges,a narrow picture as to the nature of problem drinking and

a pessimistic view about alcohol treatment.

. ,

Courts will continue to be involved in chronic inebriate cases,.

desplitd"the tren# toward decriminalietion. Even in states where public

drunkenness has been decriminalized, chronic inebriates appear under
other charges (e.g., public disorder, vagrancy, disorderly conduct), s,

and most states have failed-s0 far to decriminalize the offense completely.

As long as the police are involved with'the chronic inebriate, some form

of court ,supervision will exist. (In Kansas, for ipstance, new and tille-

\Consuming court procedures protecting individual rights have come into

existence as a result of the Uniform Act.) There is also some evidence

that in the states where the Uniform Act is in force there has been

a rise in the alcohol-relatd caseload of probate courts and other

courts dealing with civil
with

co 'tment,. presided over by judges in-

experienced wi any referral system except hospitalization. In sum, .

judges will remain the final arbiters of the system dealing with .

chronic inebriates, even after decriminalization. And it is worthwhile

noting that in 1967 the President's Commission stated: "A minimum

:criminal expenditure of $100 nu4lion for the handling of chronic

drunkenness offenders is a cons'rvativemational estimate." (Task

Force Report: Drunkenness, p. 9 .

I

There is a danger that the proponents of decriminalization may in-
.

. correctly think that the courts have ceased to deal with public

drunks, and a second danger that if the chronic inebriate does leave

the courts., it will be a-Case of out of sight, out of hind. With the .

'arrest rate still running at 1.5 million in 1973, and with many court-

originatd alcohol referral programs still in existence, it would be

I0
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better to improve than to ignore existing sy iems for referring chronic
inOriates. The intent of the Unifor6..Act w not just to decriminalize
pUbp.ic.drunkenness but also to.establish.an alCohOlism treatment fraMe-

.

work- It is poSsible to continue to encourage and develop. court--
Sponsored Programs for ironic inebriates even without criminal sanctions:---
avattern\whiq4 the Vera Institute Bowery Project (dealing with voluntary
referrals) has proven feasibLe.

At the same tigeslojudges need to be aware that the dhronic inebriate
represents a small and special subset of the problem drinking population,
anal that the referral systems suitable for this' subset are not suitable
for other problem drinkers. Because the judges' knowledge of alcoholism
tends to stem from their experience with this group, their, attitudes
toward other kinds_ of drinker and other systems of referral and treat-

.

ment could be affected adversely, in fact distorted to the point that
they do not recognize a problem drinker unless he is a skid row type
This problem indicates a need to broaden rather than abandon the court-
sponsored referral programs.

2.3 Drinking Driving and the Courts

The second largest category of alcohol-Y*elated arrests consists of
drinking driving offenses. There has been a dramatic increase in DWI
arrests recently; running at about 1 ,millionin 1973, they were up 200%
since 1960, 100% since '1968. They will probably soon surpass the ,

number of public drunkenness arrests.

There has been a surge of activity in this area since 1968,
stimulated by Congress through the U.S. Depigtment of. Transportation:
the 1966 Highway Safety Act and later amehdfients, the. 1968 Alcohol and
Highway Safety Report of the ant of Transportation, and since
1971 the funding through the National'Higbway Trafkic Safety, Adiinistration
bf demonstration AlcohOl ha ety",ction Projects located in 35 states,
now-spreading through all s 4 and many more communities through
funds administered by the Governors' Representatives for Highway.
Safety: Also, state and lodal efforts have increased independently,
as. the police respond voluntarily either to public demanda or to im-
proved mechanisms and equipment available through LEAA grants.

- /Although drinking driving is a victimless crime like public 'drunk-
enness, it represents an extreme risk to public afety: some 27,000
highway deaths each year are classed,as "alcohol related" (though not
necessarily alcohol-caused), and impairment by lcohol is the largest
single human factor related to highway accident Of all kinds. There-
fore, judges tend to it more seriously an they do public drunk,-
ennesS. Though sti a misdemeanor, it is th most serious misdemeanor
many courts handle, and the'most,serious traffic offense classified c_.--
as a misdemeanor. In sum, the latent anxiety abOut this kind of offense
makes it a probable area for motivating judge's to undertake alcohol
referral.

4
However; judges' attitude ward drinking driving are as complex

and confused as thOse of society eral. For instance, almost all

11
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,statutes place strong and mandatory sanctions against drinking drivers,
but the criminal justice system does a great deal to avoid imposing
those harsh sanctions. Police, prosecutors, and judges aliost universally
demand discretionary procedures (often amounting to subterfuges) to
avoid impdsing strong sanctions routinely. Police may charge an offender
With. recklest driving rather than DWI, prosecutors regularly plea-
bargain tb a lesser offense,and judges (driven on by appeals and juries)
avoid convictions Or apply minimalvanctions. This behavior stems
frbm d variety of causes: traditiohal sanctions (jail,. large fines,

. license suspensions) seem not to prevent recidivism; the right to
drive is seen as to -rious a loss, even when the individual is a
public danger; there is a strong reluctance to jail "respectable"
citizens; judges' awn drinking practices influence their attitudes;
community reactions are very strong and troublesome; and t11e probability
of recidivism among drinking drivers is grtly undere

the Alcohol Safety Action Projects have found that these confliqting
attitudes make judges very open to alcohol referral programs for drink-
ing drivers. Most judges will use a rOkerral to education aid treat--.-
ment in addition to or instead of punitive statutory sanctions, thereby
responding (they feel) both firmly and 'constructively to the drinking-
driving.behavior. As a-result, DWI cases represent an excellent area
for educating judges in alcohol referral,.as is evidence most
spontaneous mushrooming of DWI schools throughout the wring
the last decade, originated by local judges, and str uppo ted
even though their effectiveness for all tit-inkjil _questionable-
The "harsh" statutes allow the courts to use ieferr rehabilitation,
because they permit the use of extended terms and periods of probation
and the 'exploitation of treatment resources under court direction.

The nature of the drinking-driving-population is interesting. Few
ae chronic public inebriatesthey do not come fragskid row. Many,
however, are repeat offenders. DWI arrests differentiate less than other
alcohol-related arrests between higher and lower economic classes.
Using standardized screening procedures, the ASAP'S are identifying
anywhere between ,30% and .80% of their drinking driVers as p±dblem
drinkers or potential problem drinkers. A large .proportion come from
Middle and high income levels; in other wordsthey tend to be function-
ing members of society, whose alcohol problem is likely to come to public
attention only (or firdt) through their drinking-driving behavior.
Suffering from fewer mental alid physical disabilities than the skid
row population, they are more accessible to education and psychotherapy,
at least theoretically. Finally, they are under.the:constant'pressure,
of society's disapproval-as expressed by its diSlike Dar drinking
driving and the government's constant emphasis on highway safety. They
are not y ever to be ignored, since decriminalization of DWI is
unlikel I is the main way,..sfor society to make them face their
abuSe of alcohol,

Of all alcohol-related offenses,. therefore, DWI seems the single
most fruitful area for cooperation between the creinal justice system
and the alcohol treatment system, offering the former a constructive q,

solution to recidivism, and the latter a large, continuing,, and accessi-
ble group.of patients.

% ,



There is a danger that the initiative taken by the Department of
Transportation, in this area ,will accidentally prevent the agents of
driminaIN'Iustice and alcohol treatment from seeing the opportunity- T

represented' by drinking driver prograMs. A "let George do it" attitude
tend.? to be common at both federal and local levefS, but George might
rightly feel that the highway safetyproblem is more a tyMptom of
'undetlying problems better solved by the-criminal justibe system.and
the, tireatment system.

,

At present, however, the,Alcohol Safety Abtion Projects have
desi d-the most complete court-based alcohol referral programs in the
count Based:either directly-oh Court.:,power (prough convictiOn.an4,*
probati n) qr through. the%threat of court ,er.f(through deferred prose-
cutiOn, plea-bargaining:or suspended sentence) ,'the ASAP referral

FW-4
systems, all use conce ,,q0'screening,diagnosis, referrali'SuperVision.
education, and nt. _Though no two ASAP systems are exactly
alike, all try to respond in some ,vary. to-the drinking
problems f the offenders in5aAfferentiated'manner.Y.,AnkthoUW
.judges are' often irritated by 'ASAP's-ignorance pf legal proceduresand
prtocol, they tend,to,suprt. the programs well and to learn a.great
deal from them about the issues involved in alcohol/,keferral.

Disdnsion oi'ciiInking'driVIng requires a footnote about other
traffic offenses. The number of persons actually driving while impaired,
by alcohol, but charged with or convicted of other,. subtituted,charqes
(especially reckless driving) is-unknown but very large,. p1.4.ther,

nationwide averages show that there are only two DWI arrests ',per police-
man per'year and that 2,000 incidents of drinking driving occur for.
every incident reported. The suspicion is, therefore,' that traffic
courts (including those handling offenbes by administrative.adjudidation
or by mail) and Justice of the Peace courts may be handling large numbers
of persons who merit screening for alcohol problems, and that licensing
agencies may also be encountering a similar group unknowingly.

2.4 Violent £rimes and Alcohol
.

v.)
/ ,

, .

In 197a there were.380,000 arrests for the four FBI Index crimes of

kk
violence: homicide, for ible rape, rOlgery, aggravated assault. There
were another 380,0001,er= is for "other assaults." Though there has
been no all-out eEfort to.i.dentifY the degree to which alcohol is associated
with these offenses, many smaller studies measure the lationShip.3
At least half; of all homicides involve alcohol, and t least half
(probably more) of all aggravated assaults. Alcoho -iiivolvement in
forcible rape and'robbery is almost as, high. In 1969, the National
'Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence concluded very con-
servatively that at least 24%, of the Index violent' crimes are alcohol-

.

3 See George G. Pavloff, "AlcoholisM and the Criminal Justice
Population," Proceedings of the''Seminr on Alcoholism Detection, Treat-
ment and Rehabilitation within the Criminal Justice System (1995). pp. 1-5.

13
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related (meaning, in 1973, about 215,OQO crimes). In particular there
is aLigh involirement between alcohol and domestic disputes, which are
the origin of many viikent,crimes-against the person resulting in a.
bewildering variety of Charges against defendants.' 4

e '

' There has been.a noteworthy, failure td:respond to the'alCohol-
relatedness of these crimes by diagnosis or referral. The criminal
justice system classifies them generally as felonies,tnd deals only
with their criminality,. not their environment: No federal agency has
yet devotedlarge-scale resources to,the'subject, though the begin-
ning of anew interest was perhapt symbolized by a Seminar on Alcoholism
Detection, Treatment, and Rehabilitation within.the Criminal Justice
System, sponsored jointly by the National fnstitute on Alcohol Abuse
and AlcOholism, the Law EnforceMent Assistance Administration, and the
Federal Bureau of Prisons, conducted in-Octdber* 1973. There seems to
be more:,4nterest and "activity in this subject area,,.. at the community
level, and olthough.mudh,is part -time or volunteer, some local programs
are receiving funds froM LEAA through the state grant program,

Whereas judges, may. make an alcohol referral ins lieu of a :Criminal
sanction in cases of public drunkenness or even DWI, referrals'for felony
cases would have to be in adaitioncto a criMinal*sanction. The manner of

making alcohol referrals would therefore be substantially different from.
that in misdemeanors, Misdemeanors'gospainly to courts of limited juris-
diction ("lower" courts), butYfelonies 'enter courts of general iurisdiction,-
though they may-go to lower courtslor arraignMent or preliminary hearing.
The periodkbefore trial and disposition tend to be longer in felony cases.
More legal personnel are involved,(e.g., prosecutors and defense attornhys),
and greater care is taken both.in negotiating dpleaand'in devising a
disposition. ,Pre-sentence, and even pre-trial investigations are more fre-
guenty,"and the convicted population (if not incarcerated) is *re often
under. supervision either by parole-or by.probatidn officers. 'Mere is; in

sum, more occasion and time for an alcohol referral program to operate, but
it would have a more complicated, relatiolship.with,the criminal justice
system.

14;

In connectionxith felonies, it is worth notigs. 'that the National

Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals gove_its
authority to the statement that "80.percent of'the major crimes of violence

\committed in the United States are committed by youths who havt been con-
victed of a previous offense 'ate court" (Court, p. 161).
The implications of this statistic, if true, demand careful study by those
designing alcohol referral programs aimed at prevention rather than cure.

\

g,

.A second statistic concerning the felony Courtspis also important,
because it suggests that alcohol referral should not wait until a person
has been convicted,,,-The EBI Crime Repoft states that in 1973:

"89% of the adults arrested for Crime index offenses were
protecuted in the courts. Of the adults prosecuted for Crime Index
offenses, 58% were found guilty as charged and 11 percent of a
lesser charge." (p. 34).

14
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Finally, it should, be emphasized thatthe'courtS'of general jurisdiction
do not handle all persons charged with crimes of violence; in 1973,
according to FBI Report, 42% of the persons processed for Crime Index
offenses were referred to juvenile court jurisdiction.

2.5 Juvenile Crimes and Alcohol

The statistics given in the preceding paragraph have important effects
on the juvenile courts. Because of the recent increasd in the number
of, these courts, "juvenile crime" has developed into a category, of.its
own: a criminal activity defindd not by the nature of the crime but
by the age of the defendant and the procedureiby which the courts handle
his case. "Juvenile" usually means 17 or younger, though states vary
(in New York and North Carolina, 15 or younger: in California, 20 or
younger). The offenses with which juvenile° are charged range from
acts for which no adult can be charged (3.g., "incorrigibility") to
felonious acts of the most extreme nature (e.g., homicide). Juvenilla
cases may be handled by special juvenile Courts,. by general jurisdiction
courts or divisions thereof, or by special divisions of limited juris-
diction courts.

The degree to which young people are involved in crime is very
high. The FBI reports, for instance, that in 1973 31% of all solved
Crime Index offenses involved persons under 18 years old, while persons
aged 10 to 17 account for only 16% of the'country's population. Persons
under 18 accounted for 26%of the total police arrests. About one half
of the juveniles arrested are handled by the poliCe without preferring a
formal charge or by referring them directly to juvenile authorities.
There is a steadily increasing involvement of juveniles in violent crime.,

The relationship betwedn juvenile crime arid alcohol is unknown, but
it is thought to be high and increasing. Current studies indicate that
alcohol.is.now the drug of choice among. juveniles, that the amount of
alcohol consumed by juveniles, is increasing', and that it is over-
involved with anti-social juvenile behavior. The lowering of the legal
drinking age to 18 tends to increase drinking in still younger people,
and the highway safety statistics are showing firmly that juvenile
defendants get into trouble both with and because of alcohol.

Yet the belief is still widespread that alcohol problems belong
only to adults, and systematic alcohol.referrals for yotng defendants
are very rare. The juvenile courtn, of course, are presently over-
burdened to the point of collapse, and it may seem impossible to ask them
to respond to a potential alcohol Problem. On the other hand,. the theory
of the juvenile court structure offers great potential for an alcohol
referral program. The concept of individual response is embedded in that
theory. Juvenile court judges axe used to the idea of pre-sentence
reports, background investigations into family, criminal, and individ6.1
histories, support from non-judicial agenciesj and referral into out
side programs. If the juvenile6 appearing before the courts db have
problems related to alcohol, and if treatment programs can work out
an adequate response, there is reason to believe that the courts might
accept the idea of alcohol referral very readily.

15
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2.6 General Comments 4,

. ....

.

Unless all defendants charged with all offenses receive screening"
for alcohol problens--an unlikely event--alcohol referral programs will
have to tailor themselves to the crime: Some offenses are directly
alcohol-related; they are all misdemeanors, and they involve the greater
proportion of Cases through the courts. They are the easiest target 11

for a program designed to screen persons for the level of their alcohol
problem and to refer them to the appropriate education or rehabilitation
agency. Other offenses may involve alcohol but are not recognized by
the law as primarily alcohol-related; an assault, for instance, is an
assault whether or not the defendant was intoxicated: Most but not all
of these offenses are felonies, and the alcohol referral programs will
have to cooperate with the existing court-support programs rather than
operate independently: Juvenile crime may represent a third category,
demanding still another response.

.

Judges are likely to respond.nost favorably concerning cases
directly related to alcOholespecially public drunkenness and drinking
driving, which,frustrarte them enormously because they create a urge.
proportion of the revolving-door caseload. Recidivism is typic and
as most judges know, the normal punitive sanctions either are of

applied to problem driniers or do not work against them. judg s are
likely to welcome a referral program which will respond to th= cause of
anti- social behavior rather than just to its criminality. Tb- courts are

less likely to respond'to the alcohol-relatedness of other o fenses,
especially themore serious crimes. Most judges do not fee that it is

a judicial responsibility to initiate an alcohol re erral. However.,

uilsuchdffenses normally enter courts of general j 'sdictio , which tend
to have more judicial authority and more support services, thus providing /

an opportunity for alcohol'screening within the existing ucture.

Certain myths, coupled with bad past experiences, e it hard
for judges to establish alcohol, referral programs. The evollting-

door phenomenon characteristic of the chronic inebriate as definitely
poisoned judicial attitudes about problem drinkers. y 'judges do
not recognize a juveniledfor instance., or axespectabl functioning
alcoholic as suited for alcohol screening. Because thy y see the worst

cases of alcoholism most often,and because traditiona court actions
have failed to cure these cases, judges also tend to ink that no
treatment response will succeed, or else they tend to refer to treat -

ment only the worst cases. these distortions have we= enedmany alcohol
treatment prograns,or confined thet to dealing with kid.rOw alcoholics.
The conclusion is that an alcohol referral program wi 1 have to choose*
its desired treatment-group carefully and define that group clearly to
the judges, by some form of education'.

Yinally, education should be designed to show
solves court problems and is notjust do-goodism.
to think that a referral to, treatment made by a judg
the judge to the treatment program. The opposite is
referral programs, if they can reduce criminal behav
caseload by preventing the repetition of criminal be

1. 6
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at alcohol referral
ere is a tendency
is a favor from
also true; alcohol.
or, could reduce
avior. The myth that
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treatment 'is a soft-line approach compared with traditional sanctions
also needs to be attacked. Poi problem drinkers, a referral to treat-
ment has.the far 'greater impact in terms of both changed life-style
and simple inconvenience.

J.
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3.0 STRUCTURE OF THE COURT SYSTEM

Tho objective of this section is to estimate the size and nature of
the target-group for judicial education in alcohol referral, by outlining.
the kinds of court existing throughout the nation, the kinds ofoffense
over which they have jurisdiction, and the number of judges in those courts.

No two states organize their courts in exactly the same way. The

name of a court (e.g. "DistriCt Court","Traffic Court") means different
things in different jurisdictions. Court organization can properly be
understood only within a state or"aven within a community. To simplify
for this study, the courts are divided into five categories: appellate
jurisdiction, general jurisdiction, limited jurisdiction, juvenile juris-
diction, and.Justice of the Peace or magistrate courts. Federal courts
'have been excluded altogether.

We do not know exactly how many judges there are. The best survey
'reports that as of July 1, 1971, the 50 states and the District of Columbia
contained a total of 17,057 courts with a total of 23,073 judgeship posi-
tions.4 There are also unknown numbers of JPs thtmagistrates, with esti-
mates varying from a minimum of 7,000 to a maximum of 20,000.' The ultimate
targOt-group for education in alcohol referrWmay reasonably be Uttimated
to, consist of 40,000 judges. The number of new judges each year is un-
known. The turnover within any one court tends to be high, but being a
judge is normally a professiOn rather than a temporary job. Most judges

come from the legal profession, and many return to the ptactice of law.
Judges in some states move between different kinds of court within the,
same jurisdiction. Movement from one geographical area to another is rare
but, increasing., fiPromotion" normally, eans movement to a court higher in
status and salary, with a different kind of jurisdiction. of the rewrd-
ed total 23,073 judgeships'3% (727) belohiged to appellate couyts: 21%
(4,929) belonged to Courts of general jurisdiction; and 75% (17,417) be-
longed to courts of limited jurisdiction. The great differences between
the.numPers of judges associated with each type of court reveal one im-
portant reason for the different status which each level of court holds
within the judicial profession, and both numbers and status are crucial in-
fluence's on judicial education.

3.1 Appellate Courts

Many courts
those which hear
for appeals from
appeals courts.

hear both trials and appeals, but appellate courts are
only appeals. All states have "courts of last resort"
trial courts, and many states also have intermediate
Since they are not trial courts, appellate courts have

4. The statistics in this section come mostly from the,U.S.'Department
of Jusitice, National Survey of Court Organization (1973) carried out by
the'Bureau of the Census'for LEAA. Not'included in that Survey were
judges of Special arld limited jurisdiction from municipalities with a
population under 1,000, and JPs or magistrates operating on a direct fee
basis. The Survey did not include the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
These omissions are unfortunate.

1 8i
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no potential for identifying and referring problem drinkers. HoweVer,
they should not_ be neglected because their influence on trial.couriti
is strong and basic. Through case law they determine both the proCedures
and the sentences normally used in the trial courts. Particularly, any
innovative program will sooner or later reach them through the appials
process. Unless they understand the problems and system ramifications
of alcohol abuse, they can jeopardize programs and procedures implement-
ed at the trial court level. Since the number of appellate judges (727)
is small, they are better known and more opento contact through pro-
fessional organizations than othei judges.

3.2 Courts of General Jurisdiction

Loosely referred to as "state- level" courts, these are the most im-
portant and prestigious felony and trial courts in each!tpllite. They hear
both civil and criminal cases, and although the larger proportion of judge-
time goes to civil cases, they have the crucial function of hearing criminal
appeals from the lower courts. Many general jurisdiction courts hear mis-
demeanors, including notably drinking-driving cases. Almost all hear felo.,,
nies. Although appeals from the lower courts represent at most 10 %. -.of the
general jurisdiction court's workload, the pattern followed in these cases
will normally determine absolutely the pattern followed by the lower courts
at the time of original trial, and often'theftwo levels of court differ
sharply in attitudes toward various kinds ofIcases. The costs of general
jurisdiction do not usually treat misdemhanbrs as seriously as do the courts
of limited jurisdiction.

There are thus four areas in which alcohol referral is relevant to
these judges: original jurisdictionin misdeMeanors; felonies; civil cases
(including commitments); appeals from the lower courts. Although they do
not hear as many alcohol - related- criminal cases as the lower courts, they
are the most influential of all courts in the day by day application of the
law. The 4,929 judgeships within the courts of general jurisdiction con-
stitute 21% of the country's judges. They are comparatively easy to i-
dentify through professional organizations and state agencies.

3.3 Courts of Limited Jurisdiction

With 75% of the total judgeships, these courts hear 90% of the total
cases. They concentrate on misdemeanors; the term "limited jurisdiction"
stems from their restriction to cases whose potential'sentence has been
limited by'statute to (typically) a maximum fine of $1,000 maximum
jail sentence of 1 year. However, one cannot generalize about th "unim-
portance" of the cases they hear: any limited jurisdiction courts handle
juvenile cases; most hear civil cases; many hold the arraignments or pre-
liminary hearing for felonies; and in some cases, one state's felony is
another state's misdemeanor. As the LEAA Survey points out; they hear a
bewildering variety of cases: "These courts are generally the courts with
'which the average citizen has contact--traffic courts, municipal courts,
county courts, justice courts, small claims courts, magistrates courts,
probate courts and juvenile courts" (p.4). As far as-most citizens are
concerned, these are the courts of both original and final jurisdiction..,

P
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.With literally millions of cases coming before them every year, these
17017 judges bearithe brunt of the nation's experience with the court
system.

The recent commentary on.the lower,courts by the National Commission
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals is worth quoting:

"HistoriCally,othe lower courts have been treated as
the stepchild of the judicial,system. Though they are
labeled courts and are presided over by personnel call-
ed judges, many of the qualifications for office and
procedural requirements of courts of general jurisdiction
are not demanded of these judges and courts. ThiS is

defended on the basis of.the volume of cases the lower
courts handle,. the necessity of summarily. handling these
cases, and the traditional belief that the disposition ,
of misdemeanors is.not an important or demanding judicial
function" (Courts, p.161)...

In the paSt, these judges have always been the-last to receive support
from outsiders, whether in the form.of funds or.services ox education.
The result has been that they are now the center of the crisis in our
judicial system. Except for courts in large urban areas, it is difficult
to contact all limited jurisdiction judges from the state level, int-

'possible from the federal level.

3.4 Justices of the Peace and Magistrates

Estimates of the number of JP$ and magistrates in the country range
from 7,000 to 20,000. Originally the most widespread judicial system in
the United States, the JP,courts have long been under attack from the
legal profession and exist now in no more than 22 states. In 30 states,

judges need not be lawyers at certain lower-court levels. These tend to

be either JP4 or magistrates.5 The JP and magistrates' courts are isolated
from the rest of the judiciary; except where they are under a higher judge's
supervision, each man acts alone.' Such courts very rarely have prosecutors
or juries. The judges are normally not attorneys, and they are usua 1
not responsible to any other agency. In some states they.receive fe on

a case-by-case basis. Their jurisdiction is usually limited to Offenses°
with reasonably small penalties, but it often overlaps those of the limit-
ed courts. Magistrates' courts now tend to concentrate in small cities
and towns, where they serve as arraignment courts,pobable cause courts,
bail courts,'civil courts, traffic courts, and police courts; Justices of
the Peace tend to function now only in rural or small communities, and some-
times in new suburban areas.

5 For further information see The Institute of Judicial Administration,
,The Justice of the Peace Toddy (1965; supp. 1973)
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Neither the judiciary nor tl
. these courts. The almost univer
to replace the present judges wi
courts are likely to remain for
rural areas and in jurisdictions
communities like the personalize
a few states prefer to localize
Small-court judges can thus exer
handling the trouble-makers in a
know the members of their own co
siderable skill in community vela
involving outsiders,"and their pr
dividuals, in some' instances, lea

e legal profession has much respect for
al desire is either to abolish them or

attorneys. However,,these one-man
e foreseeable future, especially in
ith less than 1,000 population. Such
justice given by the elected JPs, and
dicial power through the JP,system.
se great power intheir communities,
ery individual manner. Where they
unity well, they can respond with con-
ions, though their handling of cases
tection of the legal rights of in--
e'much to be desired.

No one knows what proportion
related. Many. JPs handle drinkin
is their main task. Most JPs han
lesser assaults, and cases involv
discretionary, and where statutes
ly in the area of informal probat
make use of alcohol. referral grog
resources. Because of their isol
approached from the community lev
it is best to induct. them_ into s

should not, however, be ignored.
vention over large geographical a
ferkal programs would be quite d'
do have both the power and. the r

3.5 Juvenile Courts

of the small-court caseload is alcohol-
driving cases, "and in some states this
le public drunkenness, domestic disputes,
ng juveniles. Their powers are highly c

permit, they-can be very broad, especial-
on. Certainly few small-court judges
amse lacking both the knowledge and the
tion, the small-court judges are best
1, and for education in alcohol referral
te-leVel attempts at education. They
Their powers of prevention and inter-
eas are unequaled, and though their re-
ferent from thyse of urban courts, they
ources to crea0e such programs.

Few generalizationsgeneralizations can be Made about juvenile courts, since the
juvenile justice °system has gro up rapidly and haphazardly during the
last forty years and is now in a state of some confusion, especially
since Gault. The philosophy behind the juvenile court is a departure
(theoretically) from the crime-and-punishment model of adult justice;
only half a criminal, the juvenile should:be half-punished, half-rehabil-
itated. .The usual rules of criminal procedure (and protections of con-
stitutional rights) often are not applied. ThoUgh the distinction from
criminal courts may seem slight to an outsider, and though recently may
more elements of criminal procedure have been introduced to protect the
defendant's rights, the intention of the juvenile courts is to alloW a
more individualized and less punitive approach the defendant's illegal
or anti-social behavior. In concept, a juvenilanfourt judge may avoid a
technical finding of criminal guilt; he ought normally to have a back-
ground report on the defanclant; he is able to make a coerced referral to
a rehabilitative agency. In sum, the main elements of an alcohol referral
program already exist in the structure of the juvenile, justice court
concept.

'

Herein lies a warning for referral programs, because the theory of
juvenile courts is a long way_from their unhappy reality. Many judges
regard juvenile courts as one of the most frustrating and depresting of

21,
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assignments. Too often, the support Services, the background investigations,
the individualized hearing, and the rehabilitation agencies exist only in
shabby or inadequate form. M-760y and skill do not back up theory. None-
theless, the juvenile courts offer'a good prospect for alcohol referral.
Their structure includes the concept of diagnosis and rehabilitation. Most
judges are glad to find court-support personnel willing to assist in hand-
ling the, problem. And an increasing propOrtion of juvenile cases (which
'may involve any sort of crime) involve alcohol. Because the juvenile
population represents a special subset of the drinking population, an
alcohol NVerral program for them would be different.in substance from

1 other referral programs. Its,basic structure and intent would probably
remain the same.

A major need would be to identify the courts through which juvenile
-cases are proceeding. According to the LEAA Survey, there are many
different venues. Juvenile cases may be heard by courts of general juris-
diction, usually judges rotating throug46.a juvenile division (15 states).
They may be heard by statewide' juvenile lburts (8 states), or by a special,
court of limited jurisdiction (16 states), or by any mixture of the above
(16 states). A fifth of all courts (ors about 3,400) heard juvenile cases
in 1971, and almost half were courts of general jurisdiction. Of all
major trial courts, 45% reported hearing juvenile cases, while only 13%
of the limited courts did so. JP,and magistrate courts also hear juvenile
cases. Juvenile cases, then, are mainly but by no means only the concernb
of general jurisdiction judges. Most juvenile offenses, on the other hand,

are misdemeanors. Most courts spend less than a tenth of total judge-
time on juvenile cases, and many judges rotate through juvenile courts
rather than specialiiing in them.

3.6 General Comments

1: Very few states have formally "unified" court systems, wherein
judicial policy and staffing have a central control. In most states, the

court of last resort may have influence and some direct administrative
control. At the community level, the agency which funds the court (e.g.,

City Council) has influence, Most judges are very susceptible to informal
influences from the defense bar. Otherwise the judiciary is highly in-

'dependent operationally. As far as policy on-the bench is concerned,
judges are even more independent, ignoring statutes and even the law 'on a
selective basis. The significance of'this autonomy is that no one can
make a judgel-set up or use an alcohol referral system, and no one can
force judges ta attend or benefit from an educational program.

2. Most courts have only one judge: 60% of general jurisdiction

courts and 80% of limited jurisdiction courts. The multi-judge court is
common only in courts of general jurisdiction and/or large urban areas.
Further, judges in neighboring, courts, judges in neighboring. areas, and
even judges in the same court do not usually determine each other's pro-

cedures and criteria. Though clustet effects are common, especially con-.
cerning the amount of fine, it is very difficult to implement a detailed,
judicial policy among all judges. Finally, it is very rare for one judge
to attempt to influence another judge's decision-patterns. Even juris-

dictions with many judges do not often have regular meetings. ,Judges
r
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are rarely evaluated either by their peers or'by superior judges, and
-where evaluation occurs, it deals with a judge's illegal! behavior, not
whether or not he is constructive and innovative. Judges may be either
appointed or elected, but in either case decisions to sever a sitting
judge from his post are unusual (though becoming more fxequent)-. The
significance of all this information is that any alcohol referral pro

depends on the individual choices of individual judges, and that
any educational program must uttimatel work on every individual. judges
Ther are no short-cuts.

3. Whereas almost all general juri diction courts have full-time
judges, three-quarters of limited jurisd tion courts have part-time
judges or judges who preside over more th one court.' The majority of
part-time judges are practiSing attorneys. uxther, many courts routinely
use pro tern judges drafted from among attorneys, particularly to handle
routine sentencing. In general, the attitudes of/part-time, defense
oriented judges are very different from those of full-time -judges V Both

4 referral programs and educational programs must adjust to those differ-
ences, especially the desire of part-time judges to spend as little time
av possible on court matters.

4. All courts sdher from a lack of support personnel: clerks,
pre-sentence investigators, probation officers. Tkis lack is much
greater than outsiders realize and the result is to_prevent the courts
from functioning either efficiently or effectively. The, lack is per-
vasive in limited jurisdiction courts, and the courts of general juris-
d1.ction are also surprisingly uhsupported. The public image of a fully-
quipped court exists in reality only in some major urban areas and in'.a

few more progressive states. The norm is a one-man court. This fact
has threq Significant implications. First, referral programs may have
to be elementary if they are to be feasible for a majority of the nation's
courts, involving only a direct relationship-between judge and treatment
agency, hopefully ,with the mediation of volunteer and community organi-
zations ( e.g., Alcoholics Anonymous, National Council on Alcoholism,
Volunteers in Probation, Inc.) Second, a majority: f judges are not used
to the concept-of receiving assistance for screening and referral--though
nationwide educational programs have made the concept popular in theory.,
Third, judges tend to welcome the idea of court-support personnel once
they have tested their quality and discovered or not they will be
'surrendering too much authority. Since all alcohol referral programs in-
volve court - support personnel (at least a clerk), educational programs,
must take into account the above factors.

5. Few courts keep good statistics. Roughly three-quarters keep
case - records (filed, terminated, pending.) Slightly more than half have
regular. records of dispositigns. Statistics don usually be compiled by
outsiders manually, and computerized record-keeping is steadily infiltrat-
ing many courts, strongly assisted by the development of court administra-
tion as a profession and by LEAA funds. "Zany courts, however, do not keep
the kinds of records necessary for an alcoholrefekral program and they
will not be able to adopt a meaningful program unless supplied-with the
necessary record-keeping and statistical'capability. Any judicial education
in alcohol,referral, therefori, must either address itself strongly to the

4



paper-flow in the courts 9r resign itself to unsupervised and random re-'

ferrals.

.6. Large urban courts and%small-rural courts are extremely different
in structure, intention, procedures, and resources.. The urban courts have

heavier caseloads,,but they also have more resources (judges, prosecutors,
probation officers, publ. enders, record systems, referr agencies.)

Rural courts ,probably lack all these resources. There is nor similarity

between large urban courts in fferentStates than there i betwee

urban court and a rural court ithin the same state. It i no exaggeration

to say that two different cou t systems exist within ountry: one

consisting of courts with many resources, the other of courts with few
resources. Referral and education programs need to address themselves to
this large difference, both during the design stage and when deciding on
priorities for action.

7. The courts are currently receiving moregupport (and more crit-
icism) than at any time in their existence. Judges are responding by
accepting more innovation than ever before: probation has become com,-.

pltely respectable, and plea-bargaining and sentence-bargaining are not
far behind, while efforts to. rehabilitate rather -than punish are nOt'so

often contemptuously di§lassed. While the determiption of guilt or
innocence (adjudication remains a judicial prerogAtive, the.choice of
disppsition(sentencing) is increasingly becoming a joint decision. All

these developments are leash toward a system of justice" which is often
disparagingly called "assembly-line" justice but. which in fadt encourages
systematic and cooperative handling of court cases, moving them smoothly

to the person appropriate to each issue in the case rather than placing

the whole job on'the shoulders of the. judge. The assembly -line has devel-.

oped because of the need to handle ever increasing numbers of-cases. And

it is especially appropriate to alcohol referral programs. However, any

education progtam must be aware-that a sy-stems approach makes a judge un-

easy because he has the professional obligation to remain independent..

The principle of judicial discretion remains paramount even though, for

instance, studies show that judges accept the recommendations of probation

officeri 90% of the time. Judicial educators haye to deal with a profess-

ional independence that often seems like arrogance orioapriciousness; no

one tells a judge what to do. The fact, however, is that the judges will

welcome any.Program which can prove its usefulness in solving the problems

which they best of all kdow.are overwhelming their courts. It the -assembly-
.

line really produces a better product, the judges will.use it. -

8. The judiciary is one of the most status-conscious professions,

to a degree, erilously and usually underestimated bx outsiders. Without

lengthy explanation, the following facts deserve aention. Within the

court System, there is a pronounced hierarchy: appellate judges at the

top, then general jurisdiction, then limited jurisdiction, than otherS.

So strong are the distinctions between these levels that appellatd judges

and JPs do not really regard each other as _belonging to the-same profession.

Deference from each level to the levels above is extreme, and there ate

often strong, hidden antagonisms: The consequence for judicial educators

is that mixtures of the varying levels in educational situations must re-

ceive very careful attention, with due respect to the roles which each
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judge.iscalledupon to. pay. Further, the iciary is sovery conscious
of its relationships to of members of the criminal justice system.
They will not be:lumped in with prosecutors, police, probation officers,-

- etc, Judges' meetings.Aust be far judge's alone'; they are uneasy with
meetings involvinb the whole system in which they are treated as just
one component. 15.',meetings comprised Only of other judges, they are
Much more open and frank. The relationship of: the judiciary to other
mambers the ipgal profession is similarly complex. 'Though strong ties
exist with both prosecutors and defense attorneys; judges must retain their
inaependence. Also, prosecutors and defense attorneys are always:conscious
of the power which a judge can exercii4,over them in a courtroom. Judicial
educators need to be aware of thesedynamicS- when. considering approaches
to the judges through ocganizations of the legal profession. Finally,
judges are uneasy about the current-influx of "outside experts" into
the court.system. They have for so long exercised sole authority inside
their courts, and their independence is so strongly supported by con-
stitutional and profesSional theory, that they regard outsiders with
suspicion. It is also perfectly.true that few outsiders understand the
dynamics of the courts or the probleis of the judges. The conclusion,
therefore, is that outside experts should be introduced in a gingerly
fashion, whether in'referral program's en' in educational situations. To
throw the wrong person into the liOn's den is to Watte'a good Christian:.

, 6

' 9. As far as alcohol ref ral is concerned, a peculiar situation
exists. By far the Majority o dges are ighorant about alcoho ism,
problem drinking, and the role lco of plays in their criminal po tion.
They are currently being made aware f the possibility of alcoholscreen-
ing and referral, but the majority remain sceptical. On the other hand,'
education in alcohol referral was'initiated and is. presently being carried
out by judges alone, and by judges who have taken the responsibility as
a result.of their'own perceptions and without muoh"outside help. The.
result is the current rapid spread' of simplified referral'systems, and in
some jurisdictions the development of highly organized, efficient, and
apparently effective referral systems spearheaded by individual judges.,
,Such judgd6 represent a great resource within the judiciary, and would
be absurd to ignore-their experience and expertise. 4

TO. Again as far as aicohoffeferiai is concerned, the difference
between legislation and court action ihould be emphasized. Briefly,
statutes set limits on what judges can do; they do not control judges'
actions. Further, statutes which seem to solve-a problem in alcohol
referral often create even. more problems for judges and the legal pro-,

fession, first in terms of trial and disposition, second in terms of-
resources. Judges daily face the prdioleMs of i0plementing legislative
requirements which they do not like or cannot iMplement. Thi4 drastically
affects education in alcohol referral, even,in the presence of a favor-
able staute.,1 The educator rarelYineeds to-explain the statutory situa±
tion to, the judge by lecture; he needs instead to,wOrk with the judges in
solving the problems which that statute brings to the individual court.
Education in alcohol referral, therefore, is usually a process of dynamic
problem4solvtag and-job-planning at the level of the indiVidual court.

0
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4.0 OBJECTIVES OF JUDICIAL EDUCATION IN ALCOHOT., REFERRAL
. t

The general objective of educational programS would be to mottvate
judges to initiate, to manage, or to cooperate with a court - based'. .

system for identifying and referring problem drinkers coming. .into contact
with the courts. Presumably,. the educated judge will support:mach-
anisms for responding by treatment and rehabilitatio9,to the alcohol
problems of blenders in criminal cases, and perhaps ilso of parties
involved in non-criminal cases (e.g., family disputes, mariiage-probN
'less, juvenile cases, employee-employer disputes).. The educational
programs'would be designed to:

o. motivate judges to asstme leadership in alcohol referral
programs which would alleviate their frustration with
alcohok-related cases.

G equip judges to use judicial resources and court pro7
cedures to identify and refer people for alcohol screening
and pethaps for education and treatment. ,

The rationale for choosing this objCtive is twofold:

(a) evangelistic efforts.to stimulate judges' motivation by
educating ¶hem about alcoholism have been successful with only a
minority of judges;

(},.,if the alcoholism 4ormmunity requests referral cooperat
the courts, it should offer them something in retUrn; e.g., re
,their caseload problems, improve their procedures and effect&
ease-their relationships with other members of the criminal justice
system.

4
Rather than only creating a single package dealing with. general

informational matters such as "Alcohol and Crime," or "Alcohol and the '

Cburts," the overall program would alsd break the general objective
into a series of specifics suited to the needs of each of the courts and
court-problems previously described. This section, discusses these
specifics and evaluates the priority and feasibility foT, adhievAng
,ath objective. ")

4.1 Appellate Courts

a

Since' app als court judges have little potential for
referral, educ ing thefiLwould seem irrelevant. However,
contraryargum is need. mention:

direct allohol
several

(a) appeals court judges are very influential weithin the judiciary,,
and their concern is likely to stimulate that of othra--,judges;

(b) since their decisions in individual cases and the pattern of
their response to appeals dominate.t0e patte followed by lower court,

judges, educating them 'could have a major ca alytic impact th 'ughout
the system;
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(c) they are few in number and can easily be reacheld through pro-

,

fessional organizations;

(d) since most judicial edu tion takes place.at the state level,
it is a matter of both, courtesy and good tactics to keep the Most impor-'
tant judges' well- informed and, to seek their advice and assistance.

The nature of appeals court interests dictates specialized, training.,.
The subject7matter would probably emphasize two matters: the system's
concept of alcohol referral, and the legal issties involved in alcohol
Cases. Educationan alcohol :.sm itself would be minimal, but information
concerning alcohol's impact on the courts would be highly relevant. The
systems concept and the legal issues would,need to be balanced against
each other. On the one hand, the. appeals court-judges need specialized
legal briefing on, for instance, major decisions in other states and in

ral courts; on the other hand, they need understanding of the complexity
of inserting an alcohol referral system into community -based courts and
treatment. programs. Finally, appeals court judges are often mines of
information as to what is feasible and infeasible in the environment of
a state and a state's court system, Ind for this reason alone as much
input as possible should be sought from them.

Several educational approaches are therefor6 possible. For con-
veying information, pre-packaged printed materials or a portable brief-
ing are easiest. Such materials bould be distributed to each judge, or
delivered state by state to the appeals court judgesin a group, or
presented through national-level organizations and conferences. Some
combination of all these approaches is very possible. As far as information
is sought from the judges, a special meeting should be arranged state by
state, with clear objectives as to what information is sought. This
activity should take place early in an educational program. ,,Contacts
with aeals court judges could be undertaken by direct contract from a
federal agency,.since the judges are few in number.

4.2 JP and Magistrates Courts

Several factors suggest that a majority of these judges should
receive low priority for education. Since they do not come under a
centralized control in most states,Ithey are very difficult to reach.
Further, since they lack court-support services, they would have to
assume complete responsibility for Rbnducting and implementing their
own alcohol referral system. Their numbers., are large, and a full-
-scale attempt to reach all of them would not Abe cost-effective.

They need not, however, be completely ignored. Those ,JPs and
magistrates who want education and can be reached by it should receive
.it. In some states they attend regular conferences, and they tend ..to
be very responsive to education. Also, in many large geographic areas
they have principal jurisdiction over ,DWI and other alcohol-related
traffic offenses. Bringing education to those who already want it, in
other words, would be cost-effective.

The avenue toward the JPs and magistrates is provided by state-level
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organizations: their own professional organizations where possible; or

the state alcohkiam authority ; and particularly, those persons or

organizations .within each state already engaged in educating them (es-&
pecially the units identified in the NCSC Judicial Training Profile)..
Assistante can be provided to the state organizations from the national
level. Packaged materials, both written and audio-visual, can ,be made

available. Better, the existence of annual meetings gives a good opportun-
ity for the use of a travelling team (as discussed in Section 7.0 of
this study), as long as the team's information, is made relevant to the
particular state. State traffic court conferences are the logical
.vehicle fpr such education, and the preparation of a program would re-.
'quire minimal effort--in fact, many state conferences already include some
such materials. Further advice and support could be sought from the
ABA Traffit court Program (Division of Judicial Administration), which is
the organization most experienced in dealing with'these judges nation-

.

wide.

The subject-matter Of this training would be fairly traditional:
the facts about alcohol abuse, about drinking driving, about problem
drinkers, and about the nature of alcohol, referral and treatment. The

Objective would be to, alert these judges to the' significance of .alcohol

to their communities and courts, and to inform them as to what loCal

resources they may call upon. (It should be emphasized that-some of
the best alCoholreferral programe in the country have been originated
by local judges taking the initiative and working with public health
agencies and volunteer'organizations.).

4.3 Juvenile Courts

Wilether they preside over courts.of gener,9i or limited jurisdiction,

juvenile judges may be. singled out as a special priority group on two

grounds:, the population with which they deal .is a special sub.setb
the procedures and.rules by which they operate are different from those

of other courts. The group most experienced in working with juvenile
court judges is the National College'Of Juvenile Justice (Reno), whose

advice should be solicited.

4A
Both the subject-matter of progra*s for juveniles and the court

procedures-fOr referral will require specialized attent9n. The ex-

'perience of those programs which have dealt with juvenges (e.g., San
Diego) is that they require an approach very different from adult
users of alcohol. Specialists in juvenile alcohol education should be
used, and the relationship with education in other drugt should be
explored carefUlly. NIAAA has special juvenile education programs,
as does NIDA, and the Office of Education may be explored as a source
of both information and funds. Since juvenile cases Are specially'
difficult for courts and for treatment programs, these,judges should not
be encouraged to set up referral systen6 'unvalidated by research and
experimentation.

4.4 Limited Jurisdiction Courts

There are two clear reasons for making these judges the top
priority group.for education: they hear 90% of the caseload; and of all
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regular judges, they presently re'ceive the lowest ratio of eddbation per
judge.' In sum, they do not get the education they need and merit.

The nature of limited jurisdiction courts would dictate certain
especial interests: public drunkenness arrests, including decriminalization,
detoxification, and the issues of the chronic public inebriate; drinking
driving arrests, including the issuesofhighwai, safety, alcohol screening,.
and DWI schools) domestic disputs and lesser assault cases, including
the use of probation and community service agencies.

The subject-matter of education would cover almost .the entire,
spectrum possible. First, alcoholism itself. These judges need good,
basic knowledge about the nature of alcoholisnilproblem.drinking, and
social drinking. Essentially they will be required to determine the
community's standards for acceptable and non-acceptable drinking patterns:-
which vary widely from area to area. To do this, they will need both
adequate research and expert information, which should be "localized"
to the maximum extent possible. Much of this information should be
aimed at (a) destroying the myths about alcohol which judges, like most
other people, believe; fh) overcoming the inaccurate beliefs which the
routines of thairodaily activities and their profession have created.
Second, they will need information about alcohol and crime, and abodt
alcohol and the courts,.co that they measure the extent to which alcohol

a problem affecting their case dispositions. Third, they will need
information about alcohol treatment. Due to the skew in their population,,
these judges tend to be sceptical about the. potential success of treatment,
and they respond Well to information that their actions may have pre-
ductive results.:41 this information should be localized as much as
possible, espeCii14Y'the,information-about the alcohol' treatment programs
and resources within their jurisdiction. Since communities vary-widely
both in the levelog.resources.and theories of treatment, judges should s.
know how many peOPle of what kind they can refer to local'agencies, and
with what expectations.

Next, information about the legal issues of alcohol referral is
essential: statute, case law, and policy. The exact information will
vary from area to area, partly because some courts are better inforied
than others, Mostly because there remain wide variations from one state
to, another and from one jurisdiction to another. Basic decisions about
the intention of the educational progran( will affect this subject-
matter: is the program designed to change substantially local practices?
or is it designed to Work out referral programs which Will fit into those
local practices? The Subject-matter will be equally affected by where
the education takes place and by who provides'it: out-of-7;state agencies
combining judges from many states or jurisdictions will ooncentrate less
on local issues than an agency working with all the judges from the
same jurisdiction.

Information about both theory.and the practical realities of
designing and operating a court-sponsored alcohol referral system must
be provided. Because of the variations from area to area, this subject-'
matter must also be flexible; some areas have no probation ohicers,
and A.A. is their single referral agency, while others have a full range
of court support and referral services. To provide an ideal which no one
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can reach is counterproductive; so is placing all the burden on the judge

to design and implement a program, On the other hand, if more leadership

is expected from the judge, he must be well armed with a knowledge-of

?°
what to do and how to do it. Again, various combination of natiOnal-

level theory and local information seem desirable. . .-

cs!

Finally, Wilatever the area of information, the systems concept, and .

approach should be emphasized. Especially when dealing with court
procedures, onp is asking the judge to work cooperatively with other
members of the criminal justice System (especially the prosecutors) and
with the treatment system. The judge is being asked to consider a
number of roles which few limited jurisdiction judges are used to per-
forming, And the rationale for this change should be explicit.

The avenues and methods for conveying this education to limited
\jurisdiction judges are numerous.' It'cannotioe done in a one-shot

effort. The field is sit complex and local birounaqtances so variable
that a continuing education program of many different levels is the only
feasible solution. In some situations, packaged materials or packaged
,educational ocbasions will be most,euitable. More specialized materials
will be necessary for local programs and for programs offered regularly
through existing organizations for judicial education... There is plenty.

:.-of room fifOr everybody;'indeed, there is a, need for everybody to assist

these courts. ., ; e

' '
i

. .

. .

The federal funding agencies can play a highly useful role with re=

gar0 to thesa-pourts'in (a) the design and development of materials;'

(b)' the d4yelopment of consistent nationwide programs; lc).ihe funding
for agencies .to conduct the edupation'andfor judges to attend the.

programs.' Only the participation of the federalagencieewill produce
consistency, quality, and continuity.

,

' 4.5 General Jurisdiction 'Courts, ..

1 .

,
. o .

. .

Bebause of their humber and the nature of- their. caseloads, these

judges should receiVa second or third priority. Several factors

different4te them from the judges of limited jurisdiction courts:.'

1
(aY their aidlihg of appeals from the.ldwer courts; (b) the greater:

criminali of the offenses'with which they. defil; (c) the `tendency for

their -co is to possess superior support resources; (d), the lack of

knOWledge and experimentation in the'treatment for alcohol problems
off' the kind of defeWdant with whibh they deal, and of'theproper'court
procedures for,referring.such defendants;.teIthe easewith which they

can be contacted through state-level organizationS dueto their com-. .

paratively fewer numbers.

It should be hpted that general jurisdiction judges are currently

the favorite target-group of judicial educators. Thanks to LEAA, these

judges are now offered more educatio than has ever been available to
them before. In many ways, they are, therefore, the most logical group
with whom to begin, and certainly the easiest from the-viewpoint of
motivation and past experience. However, two factors demand caution.
First, theydo not handle th.e vast number of ,alcohol- related cases dis-
posed of by the lower courts. Second, we do not know as much about either

et,
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the prodedures for referring their defendants orthe methods for treating
them as we, do in the case of misdemeanants. These areas have been almost
completely neglected by the criminal justice system, anetexperimental,.
developmental, and research programs will have to be conducted before
we can talk with as much assurance as we can about chronic inebriate
or drinking driver referrals. .

At this
.

stage of the game, it is presumptuous to talk about the
details of the subject-matter of educational programs for genelal juris-
diction judges, The systems concept is still a basic issue, as is
information about alcohol and crime and the court system. Information
about statutory matters, legal issues, and treatment resources is still
relevant.. In other words, they would receive the same basic core of
information as all other judges.

The remainder is more difficult, and it would have to,address
itself to two basic issues. First is the fact that because most off-
enses directly related to al6hol are misdemeanors, they occupy the
laWest rank in importance among general jurisdiction courts. They are
irritants, far below both felonies. and civil'cases. Second is the fact
that few if any of the nation's general jurisdiction lages respond
to the alcohol addiction of offenders brought before them. They do not
accept.alcohol referral as a legitimate judicial response, let alone as
a priority.

Balanced against these factors are items of-positive effect.
Judges of general jurisdiction courts tend to be more experienced and
learned than judges of limited juxisdictibn courts (though this is by
no means always true). Many of them have come from limited jurisdiction
courts and understand their problems, while they are also more ex-
perienced with legal issues because they,deal more often with trials.
Second, more general jurisdiction judges are used to dealing regularly
with other agencies,' including prosecutoks on the,one hand, and pro-
bation anreferral agencies on the other. They function more within a.
system than do the isolated limited jurisdiction judges.

A wo4of warning should 4.e repeated about general jurisdiction
courts and alcohol referral, experts. These judges tend to be more
legalistic than-other judges, more conscious of the judiciary as a
profession with functions different from those of any other profession,
and more interested in restricting themselves to the solution of the
vast number of technical (especially trial) issues which confront them
than in reSponding to a societally desired ,goal. In other words, they
will not flock to education programs dealing with alcohol referral.
Such attitudes require'` special strategy in' terms of subject-matter,
vehicles for education, and long-term objectives.

'1."

The objectives for education in alcohol referral are very similar
for both limited jurisdiction and general jurisdiction judges. In
both casesf they require enough education to motivate them to sponsor
or cooperate with referral programb. In both cases, they need assistance
in understanding the methods of alcohol referral, the benefits to their
court systems of referral programs, the legal parameters and court pro-
cedures influencing alcohol referral, and the treatment resources available.
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The eventual objective of educating them is to 'Achieve a major shift in
,their exercise of judicial authority, away from, revolving-door justice
and towards use of the assembly-line concept to make the judge a
societal agent of authority against undesirable alcohol- related behavior.
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5.0 EXISTING JUDICIAL EDUCATION
O

Education of the judiciary is new and still rare; all regular,
institutionalized efforts have come into being or)ly during the last decade,
rthough some are already well established. Funds have been spaise. They
are still far from generous. The judiciary has been neglected to the point
that many judges still do not regard judicial education as normal or even
desirable. However, there are many signs that this situation is changing- -
certainly the profession's own statements about judicial education indicate
its importance, and existing institutions can barely meet current demand,,
let alone the real needs.

The initiative and funding for judicial education are instructive
both come primarily from the federal level. Though state initietrves-are
increasing. dramatically, it is by the use of federal funds' and few states
are showing much innovation. The original incentive for federally-funded
judicial education has come from federal judges, especially. Justices of
the Supreme Court. And all judicial education is overwhelmingly dominated
by funds from the Law Enforcement Assistance 'Administration (Department of
Justice). The National Highway Traffic Safety Admisistration,(Department
of Transportation) has,funded a smaller, more specialized effort. The
Natioal Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (Department.of Health,
Education and Welfare) has funded no judicial education so far, and indeedr
last year rejected proposals in that area. No other federal agencies are
known to have allocated funds for judicial education. Among independent
agencies, the foundations have contributed significant seeding grants. (e.g.,
Fleischmann Foundation, Kellogg Foundation, and Ford Foundation). The
American Judges Association, the American Judicature Society, and.the Ameri-
can Bar Association (through its Judicial Administration Division with the
help of American Bar Foundation funds) have been the pioneers within the
legal profession.

The consequences of history and finance are singularly important to
the professional educator. He will find the judiciary a profession locked
into certain educational stereotypes created py the legal profession, ap-
prehensive about "outside" influence, preferring to keep education of the
judges-by the judges for the judges. Though existing educatiOnal organi-
zations are steadily introducing the judges to more innovative educational
methods, most judiciaLeducation is pronouncedly conservativethe distin-
guished speaker at a large-group conference remains the norm. Further,
existiat judicial education is oriented to strictly technical legal and trial
issues, thoUgh inroads are being made by the increasing societal demand that
judges possess management skills,( Indoctrinated by law; school training,
lawyers come most alive When legal rather than social Matters ar at issue
and judges respond most energetically to the same debates--whether or not
the issues have overriding importance. In such an envkonment, judicial
educators tend to be very cautious about subject-matter and manner of pre-

.%
sentation.

As a note of optimism, one should point out that most judges are (un-
knowingly) so bored by the traditional conference" format that they respond
with great pleasure to different educational techniques, and they are parti-
cularly good at discussion and critique. As long as professional norms in
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subject-matter are reached, educators may therefore feel increasingly free
to experiment with techniques.

i;
The remainder of this section describes the principal on-going efforts

in judicial education with special'reference to alcohol,referra1.1 It
should be noted that almost all these organizations are related to the legal
profession rather than the alcoholism profession. Of course there are nu-
merous excellent alcoholism training programs throughout the country, some
attended by self-motivated judges, while others.invite judges to join other
personnel at, for instance, Summer Schools or conferences. We Were unable
to find a single program run by the alcoholism profession specially for,
judges.2

5.1 Law Enforcement Assistance Administration

LEAA funds directly or indirectly most of the major existing organi-
zations through its Office of National and Priority Programs. The following
is LEAA's description of the seven main efforts currently' supported by
$1.2 million:

'Description

The silt educational organizations plus the National., Center
for State Courts serve the training needs of appellate judges,
appellate court Clerks, general, limited and special jurisdiction
trial judges, court administrators, and juvenile court judges,
referees and probation officers. The (1974) projects are sum-

marized below.

I. National, Regighal and Supplementary Programs
(American Academy of Judicial Education)

This project will continue the Academylls training
of limited and special jurisdiCtion judges", con-
ducted successfully for several yearsunder LEAA
sponsorship. This year's schedule includes a two-
week national conference, a one-week graduate pro-
gram for alumni of previous National Academy ses-
sions, and a three=day in-depth seminar on special
subjects.. The Academy's teaching methods include

.,trodern education techniques,,Such as videotaped mock

1 Apologies are 'extended to anyone omitted through lack of knowledge about
their activities. This survey is incomplete.

2 The,National Center for Alcohol Educatiohilas published a very useful
work called Alcoholism Training Programs in the United States and Canada:
a Descriptive Directory (December 31, 1974). This lists training programs
state by state; and also the State Directors of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Programs.
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trials, and audio-visual presentations. In addition
to'ithese discretionary grant activities, the Academy
will continue to conduct in-state seminars (some 35
were hq.d in 1973) which are completely SPA funded.

II. Court Executive Development Programqinstitute for
Court Management)

ICM's curriculum for court administrators has been
adapted to cover a two-year period of residential..
academic training,and on-the-job expericence. A
0:est of forty is selected through,five five-day
."screenipg,workshops" and enrolled in "immersion
assignments" to familiarize them with practical
probleasAok court administration. Students then
attend afour-week residential seminar, followed by
a lengthy, internship and two-week wrap -up seminar

. on Couit Management Operations. In recent years as
many as six hundred persons have applied for this
program.

III. Appellate Judges Seminar (Institute of Judicial
Administration)

Thiscontinues a progrm held eacirsummer since 1956.
Some twenty judges are admitted to each of two two-

week seminars: one for judges of the highest state
courts, the second for judges from intermediate ap-
pellate courts. The program featukes a distinguish-
ed faculty, including Chief Justice Burger, an en-
thusiastic participant in nearly every session since
he was a student in the program fifteen years ago.

IV. Center (Louisiana State University)

LSU Law SChool has provided regional programs for
state appellate court perSonnel under LEAA grants for
several years. This year's activity includes two five-
day seminars for 25 judges each and a four-day seminar
for cqurt clerks.

duveniWCourt Judges Training Program (National
Council of Juvenile Court Judges)

The National College provides resident-courses of
one, two,,and fpur weeks on general topics of in-

terest to trial judges and specific subjects such
as administrative 1,0.11, traffic, criminal and evid-

ence law, sentencing, court adminiStration, and
minority perception of the judicial process. This
year's eighteen programs will serve up to 850

participants.
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VII. Office of Trainin Ndtional Center for State Courts)

This is the umbrella which covers the entire train-
ing package. Activities and progress under the other
projects will be monitored, evaluated, and reported
to LEAA through this office, headed by the Chief. of

Tzlaining. A second function is to plan futures train.:
ihg efforts with :the participating organizations, with
an eye toward the availability of funds and progress
made by the states in developing their own, training,
resources. Thirdly, training standards and model
training plans will'be furtherdeveloped'and compiled
in an Administratok!s Manual for Judicial Educators
and SPA Courts Specialists, in order to assist state
court systems,in designing their own comprehensive
educational programs. These steps will encourage the!
states to assume the judicial training burden, as well
as providing for the most efficient use of discretion-.
ary grant dollars.

Evaluation 4.

. Each of the training programs included in this pack-
age has been funded in the past and their value to judges
and administrators has been demonstrated. The virtue of
bringing these six programs together under the. National
Center for State Courts lies in the avoidance df dupli-
cation, either in the nature of the training or with res-
pect to LEAA.funding. The assignment of responsibilities
among participating organizations reflects careful study
by NCSC and a year's experience with the package' concept..
This dbvice installs NCSC as an.added layer of evaluation
of six proven programs, while sacrificing noneof LEAA's
overall monitoring and quality control.

%

5:2 Activities of Existing Facilities

National Center for State Courts, 1660- Lincoln St., Denver, Colorado
Edward B. McConnell, Director 80203

The National Conference on,the Judiciary in 1971 made the creation

of a national center "to stimulate and guide the ement for-the im-

provement of state courts" a matter of high pribrity, citing the-need
to parallel the Federal Judicial Center at the state- .court level. \Ac-

cordingly, since 1971, the National' Center for'State Courts, primarily
with LEAA funds, has:become the largest single' organization dealing with

state-level courts, acting as a coordinator for the activities-of many

other organizations, and now with 'an unrivalled network of regional offices

and state representatives. Currently. it serves as theSeCretariat for
the National Conference of Metropolitan Courts, National Association of_.

Trial CoUrt Administrator$4 and the National Conference of Appellate
Court Clerks.
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The Center describes its goals as follows:

1. To help state qourtsset and observe satisfactory
standards of judicial administration.

2. To support and coordinate, but not supplant the
efforts of all organizations active in the field
of court improvement.

3. To act as a clearinghouge for information con-
cerning state courts.

4. To initiate and support research into problems
of courts and to help states consider and im-
plement recommended solutions.

5. To work with the Federal Judicial Centerto co-
ordinate research into problems common to both
Fedegal and state courts.

These goals have gdided the Center's programs and
plans throughout its first two years,'and they will
continue to do s6. They describe the distinct ways
in which the Center seeks to achieve .a single purpose:

-- to serve state courts by helping them better serve the
citizens who come to them for justice- In pursuing
these goals, the Center remains keenly aware that, while
state courts have common characteristics and responsi-
bilitieS, each state court has unique needs and problems.
The Center tries to respond to both the individual and
the common needs of state courts.

The National Center has become the most important single force
analysis of state 'court problems and for the dissemination of in-
ation about the state courts. two points, however,; should be ea-.
ized. The Center deals with state courts, not with local courts
ugh there is some inevitable overlap in various projects). Further,
Center.hasprecluded itself from engaging in any direct educational
rts. ItS'relationship.to training is described,in the Annual
rt (1971-1$731.

Coordita;6ion. of Training' Programs

The ttate Courts Center has received a grant frokthe LaW
Enfortement Assistarice Administration for a projetht to
1) improve the coordination between the various training
programs-fibtAddges and other court personnel and thus en-
ablalfederal assistance fox these 'programs to be handl&
through a single package of grants, and 2) develop a model

''state court training plan that cat be used by state court
systems, state criminal justice plannihg agencies and -LKAA

. regiohal offices. /The. Institute of Judicial AdministratiOt,
the American Academy of Judicial Education, the Itstitute for
Court Management( the NatiCnal College of the State Judiciary,
the National Counal of JuVetile Court Judges and Louisiana
ttate'University will take part in the project.

3 7
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The Center has performed the extremely useful service of publishing

a S te Judicial Training Profile, listing and describing all state -level

orgat l,zations. In May, 1974, it also convened the first national Meeting

of'.judicial educators, an important innovation which produced some

teresting papers (though no Proceedings were published) and which may-be

repeated at a future date.

TheCenter contains a Training Division designed to coordinate in-

formation and prbjects in the area of state-court judicial ucation,

and though the organization has shown no interest in,alcoho referral

it has an obviout importance in disseminating information b th to and

from judicial educators, and it will presumably continue to' develop

the expertise of its own staff and others in the area of training.

Institute of Judicial Administration, Inc'., 40 Washington Square South,

kaUrlejelski, Director New York, N.Y. 10012

Located in New York City, the Institute is one of the oldest units

in the field of judicial education. Using LEAA funds, it has conducted

several specialized training efforts since 1956. It deals entirely with

appeals court judges, working with individualized prograMs. In 1965, it

published JudicialEducation in the United States jnow Out of print):

None of,its work has dealt with alcohol referral, but there seems'no

reason why it should be uninterested in an.educational program designed

for the specialized interests of its judges. The Institute's primary

activity is court studies and system improvement, and it poysesses ex-

cellent credentials, in the academic sphere.

American Academy of Judicial Education; 1426 H St. N.W.,

DouSlas Lanford, Director
Washington, D.C. 20005

Founded originally by individuals from the American Judges Association

and the American Judicature Society, the American Academy of Judicial

Education is the major testimonial to the grass roots efforts of the lower -

court judiciary to generate educational programs. Located.in Washington;

and mostly funded by LEAA, the.Academy is unique in giJ.ring first priority

to the. judges of limited jurisdiction courts. It ozganizes and administers

udicial conferences both in a central location (Boulder, Colo:) and in

'Various states. It also develops printed materials and training aids and,

assists other units with various resources, including an.information re-

ferral service; the start'of.a "national data bank" of material and train-7

ing_aids, and Judicial Education News, a bi-monthly newsletter sent to

judicial leaders. -The Academy states that it was the first organization

to develop a national educational conference for judges Of. cdUrts of

limited jurisdiction; the first to announce and implement..the:concept ofa.

comprehenSive educational program emphasizing, services atthe'etate level,

for every level of a state's judidial system and the only national organi-

iation that-provides total
organizational, publiaity and adminptraqve

assistance to states in developing a comprehensive in -state program. (The

Academy's emphasis on limited jurisdiction judges and in-state comprehensive

traininw differentiates .it from the National College of the State Judidiary.)
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Sincg 1970, the Acidemy,has trained approximately 5,200 state and
local judges. The Academy uses mostly jUdges and law Professors as faculty.
'Its programs deal mostly with legal issues, especially trial issues, but
some also cover various kinds of court ptocedures and court support activ-
ities. Though none of -its present.programs,deal With alcohol. referral,
the Academy has already expreesea active interestin'the Subject. Most of
its training programs are paid-for through the State Criminal Justice
Plarining Agencies.

Institute foot Court Management, 1612 Tremont Place, Suite 210,
Harvey E.'Solomon, Director Denver, Colorado 80202

The Institute was created in 1970 under-the aegis of the American
Judidature Society, the Institute of judicial"Administration, and the
American Bar Association, with,initial funding frOm the Ford Foundation,
the Johnson'Foundation, and tkAA. Though, still. part-supported by LEAA
funds, the dim of the Institute is to become self-sufficient thi=dugh
tuition charges. By mid-19251* some 250 people will have been certified
by the Institute as CourtEXecutives, and its programs areboth innovative
and over-subscribed. The,Institute programs are as follows:

1) the eburt Executive Development Brogram,'"designed both to en-'
hance the skills of the seasoned court administrator, and to give
recent graduates in public administration, law, business, and Fe-
lated'fieldS a thorough understanding_of the judicial environment."

2), Workship Program on the Technology of. Modern Court Management.
Each year the Institute offers a series of six-day workshops on a
regional basis, each with an enrollment of about 40: They cover
"the subjects basic to the operation side of court management" and
are designed for persons already in court administAtion'.

\ 3) Advanced Education Program in Court Management. Starting in-
1975, a series of workshops in specialized topics will be offered
to more experienced administrators:

4) .Court Study Program.' Funded.by LEAA grants at first, and now
more by contracts with'State Planning, Agencies, the Institute under4,,
takes basic research into court operations and applied research into
the improvement of individual court systems. (;Some 25 projects have
been completed so far.)

0

The Institute does not train judges, but it is undllpubtedly a major
force in professionalizing court administration. The subject-areas with

-----I'll

hich its curriculum deals exactly parallel many'Of those involved ifi an
a cohol referral program. Further* as the Institute itself claims, "its
amalgaM of researdh, action and-edUdation is considered unique in the
court management Xield." The staff of the Institute is very emall, though
since it uses outside consultants (e.g., administrators and judges), it"'
has access to a large number of experienced people., If it could be in-.
terested in alcohol referral programs, the Institute's expertise would be
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bta major-..-perhaps crucial --asset., (l'e\Institute publishes a short but

very useful docUment entitled "What is ICM?1,-, and a useful bro0hure de7

tailing the substance of its programs.)
.

.

4 I .t..

National College of the State Judiciary, UniVerSity of:Revada,

Ernst John/Netts, Dean
I

Reno, Nevada.89507

i_ .

.

NCSJ is aeactivity of the ABA*Judicial 21dministration D sion,

funded by the Flekschmann, Kellogg, ',and McCarthy Foundations,,the ,
Aierican Bar EndowMent,*LEAA, and tuition fees. It is the oldest in-
stifUtion for judicial edUcatiOn of state-doUrtidudges, founded in 1964,
with a full-time staff of 29 at permanent headquarters in Reno. From.

1964 to 1974, some 3,600 judges attended one'ormore?bf itSqourses, and
enrollment-should pass 1,000 per year in 1975. drudges oflboth general

jurisdiction and limited jurisdiction attend courses, and some 11;000
' participants have attended state or regional.donferences run out*ide Reno.

NCSJ also possesses a 32,000 volume library.
,.

The main prOgrams offered byNCSj-are as f011ows:
,

. rL
1) Four-week Basic Course. This is for judges of general trial
jurisdiction, but includes some appellate juges. Maniare newcomers
to the bench. f

'2) Two-week Basic Course. Established i.1972, this course "is,for

judges,from courts of limited jurisdiction.

,3) ,Graduate and Specialty Courses. For judges who have experienced
the previous programs, one- and two-week courses concentrateonnew
developments )110specific areas of law. Courses ale offered for both

limited jdris ion and general jurisdiction judges. Other courses

also concentrate on court administration, orboth court administratole

and presiding judges.

4), Off Campus Activitfies. NCSJ is also qffering."extension programs"

in "many states," at the-request-of the state, and it-has the express-

ed goal of "facilitating the establishment of comprehenive in-state
training programs for judges and couxt-employednon-judidial per-;

sonnel." Some training of judges to'be instructors in:their on jurist'

diction takes place. '

NCSJ is theonly judicial organization which presently teacheesoMer-2
few judges regularly' about alcohol and the courts. For instance, of the

eight one -week Specie y-Sesions sdheduded fOr.1975, one is on "Alcohol

and Drugs,", a second "Traffic" with special emphasis on drinking drivers,

and a third on "Court inistration,T which is relevant to referral pro-

cedures. Enthusiesm-f the "Alcohol and Drugs" section has not been-high,

NCSJ'intends to cha i.,.,.pproach rather than abandon the Session Al-

together..
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National College of Juvenile Justice, P.O. Box 8000, University of
Louis W. McHardy, Dean Nevada, Reno, Nevada 89507

Established in 1969 by a grant from the Fleischmann Foundation, NCJJ
is the training division of the National Council of Juvenile Court Judges.
The National Council (with 1;500 member judges) has itself been conducting
training for juvenile court judges since 1961--some 125 training sessions
reaching more than 3,500 juvenile and family court judges and 4,200 other
court personnel. Since the establishment of the NCJJ, more than 500
judges'have completed its two-week course, which is now the leading juvenile
justice training program, and which is offered four times a year in Reno
for juvenile, family, and domestic relations judges and referees. With
funding from LEAA and Often working for individual states, NCJJ has also
provide specialized in-state training for other personnel (e.g., piobation
officers parole officers, prosecutors, court administrators), and its
programs now reach more than 3,500 people per year. The College also offers

,.one -week Graduate. Session in either specialized topics (such as drug abuse)
Vor current issues facing the juvenile courts. On request from states or
communities, NCJJ also conducts traveling team programs,the community
advocate team project, and juvenile justice management institutes: most of
these are'large-group meetings with specialist lecturers, conducted on
behalf of a community. With a training staff of three people, NCJJ uses
mostly judges for faculty:

At present NCJJ devotes no course or portion of its curriculum to
. alcohol, though it does emphasize drdg aIhse. However, it has ready access
to the expertise of the National Council of Juvenile Court Judges and also
to the National Center for Juvenile Justice, the Council's research branch
lcidated in Pittsburgh. Also of interest is NCJJ's sponsorship of the
National Conference on Juvenile Justice, .a large and popular program. .

5.3 Activities of Other. Agencies

These organizations, at their annual meetings and otherwise, conduct
educational programs and workshops fdr.theirr. members which constitute sub-
stantial continuing education. All of them are qualified and capable of
conducting certain. functions of the continuing education program on ad-

. dictions contemplated by this study.

1. The American Judicature Society, 1155 East 60th Street,Chicago,
Frederick D. Lewis, titecutive Director . Illinois 60637

This is the oldest, largest and most active organization in
the judicial field. It can be counted upon for major contributions
in planning and, especially, implementation of the programs en"

*visioned by this study. It does not normally conduct training ,

programs, but has a fine potential for doing so. The Society.is
a littler and major implementer of judicial reform. ,)
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2. National Council of'Juvenile Court Judges, P,O. Box 8978.
Louis Hc'Hardy, Executive Director Reno, Nevada 89507

3. National District Attorneys Association, Ste. 1204, 211 East Chicago Ave.
Patrick F. Healy, Executive Director Chicago, Illinois 60611

4. National Association of Defense Lawyers in Criminal Cases,
Suite 1135, Alfred I. DuPont Building, Miami, Florida 33131
Robert L. Koeppel, Executive Secretary.

5.- Association of Trial Lawyers of America, 20 Garden Street,
RichardS. Jacobson, Director . Cambridge, Mass. 02138

of Public Affairs and Education

The Association has an accelerating interest in training lawyers
for more effective court practice and devotes considerable attention
to the problems of'-courts and judges.

6. American Judges Association, P.O. Box 1399, Holyoke, Mass. 01040

Hon. Michael J. Donohue, Executive Director

This is the largest organization of judges in the world. Most of

its members are judges of courts of limited jurisdiction. The
Association has a prestigious, track record for continuing training
of judges in handling one of the major problems of these courts:.
the addicted offender.

7. Conference of Supreme Court Chief Justices, 36 West 44th Street,
William L. Frederick, Sectetary. New York, N.Y. 10036

8. National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 411 Hackensack Ave.,
Milton G. Rector, President Hackensack, New Jersey 07601

1. National InStitute on Crime and. Delinquency Conducts an
annual meeting. emphasizing training for correctional per-
sonnel, but has positive ties to legal and judicial edu-

cation.

2. Volunteers in Probation, Inc., 200 Washington Square Plaza,

Royal Oak, Michigan 48067,
Hon. Keith J. Leenhouts, Director.

9. Practising Law Institute, 810 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019

Conducts a voluminous series of legal education seminars year

around, coast to coast..

10. Court Practice Institute, 127 NorthDearborff St., Chicago, 111..60602

11. National Center For Alcohol Education, 1901 N. Moore Street;
Maureen Carroll, Director ArliAgton, Virginia 22209
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12. Alcohol and Drug Problems Association of North America,
1101 Fifteenth St. , N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
A. A. Hewlett, Executive Director

ADPA is establishing a Judicial Advisory Council for the
primary purpoactof developing educational programs on addictions
or judges.

13. National Council on Alcoholism, 2 Park Avenue, New York,
George Dimap, Executive Director New York 10016

NCA operates through local councils who have°potefitial for
assistance in implementation of programs envisioned by this
study.

14. Federal Judicial Center,1520 H St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005
Judge Walter E. Hoffman, Director.

/f and when the projects proposed by this study are expanded
to include Federal Courts, administrative law judges etc., this
Center has staff and facilities to conduct educational programs,
as well as to conduct research and planning.

15. National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice,
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,; Dept. of Justice,
633 Indiana Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001.
Gerald Kaplan, Director

16. National Institute of Justice, 1705 DeSales, St., N.W.,
c Charles J. Rhyne, Chairman Washington, D.C.

This ABA - sponsored organization is in the formative stages.
It could become the major action organization in the field of
continuing judicial education and planning.

17. National Legal Aid and Defender Association, 1155 East 60th St.,
Frank N. Jones, Executive Director Chicago, Ill. 60637,

5.4 American Bar Association

The American Bar Association shows considerable interest in the field
of alcohol abuse, and it has been the pioneer in judicial edudation
through both the National College of the State Judiciary and the Traffic
Court Program. It is actively'interested in new techniques for accomplish-
ing judicial education in alcohol referral.

Of particular interest is the Judicial Administration Division,

which includes the Appellate Judges' Conference, the National Conference
of State Trial Judges, the National Conference of Special Court Judges,
the Conference of Administrative Law Judges, and the National Conference
of Federal Trial Judges. Under this.Division's sponsorship, also, are
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the National College of the State Judiciary and the Traffic Court Pro-

gram, both of which were originated by the ABA. For many years, the 41-

Traffic Court Program was the only systematic nationwide effort to reach
limitectjurisdiction judges, holding conferences over a period of years

for many, judges. It is presently undergoing a revision of objectives

and format.

The administration of the ABA is exceedingly complex, and it is

scattered across the nation. With some units administered by paid
employees, others by volunteers, it is difficult to find where energy
and initiative and lines of responsibility lie. No thorough attempt was

made in the course of this study to analyze the ABA situation, but all
units contacted were very responsive. It seems likely that a systematic
attempt should be made to marshal the numerous ABA resources - -in terms
of information and expertise--toward the design and conduct of judicial

education in alcohol referral. Its present lack'of attention to this

spdaific area could be quickly remedied, and its cooperation would be

essential to any ongoing national programs.

Following is a brief summary of ABA units possibly concerned with

the concepts of this study.

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, 1155 East 60th St., Chicago, Illinois 60637

Bert H. Early, Executive Director. This is the umbrella organization

under which are divisions, sections and committees having programs and

activities relating to continuing legal and judicial education.

A. Division, of Judicial Administration.

1. Appellate Judges' Conference

2. NatiOnal Conference of State Trial Judges

a. National College of the State Judiciary

3. National Conference of Special Court,Judges

4. Conference of Administrative Law Judges

5. National,Conference of Federal Trial Judges

6. Traffic Court Program

B. Section of Criminal Justice.

Committees of this Section include:

Alcoholism and Drag.PYbuse
Corrections and Rehabilitation of Offenders
Court Modernization in the Criminal Law
Standards for Administration of Criminal Justice

Juvenile Delinquency
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Law Enforcement
Legal Research and Criminal Justice Planning''
Revision of State Criminal Laws
Trial Techniques and Advocacy in Criminal Law
Teacher Training Institute

C. Section of Family Law.

Committees of this Section include:

Family Law Judges (with educational subcommittees)
Juvenile Law and Procedure

D. Section of General Practice.

E. Section of Individual Rights and Responsibilities.

Committees of this Section include:

X
elcoholism and Drug Reform
rsonal Liberty, Property and Due Process

Rights of the Accused and of the Public

F. Section of Le al Education and Admissions to the Bar.

,

G. Section of Young Lawyers.

Committees of this Section include:

Administration of Cr5inal Law and Prison Reform
Drug Abude

H. Special Committees of the Association.

)3.- 1. Coordination of Judidial improvements
2. Militaiy Justice
3. Commission on Standards of Judicial Administration
4. National;Institute For Trial Advocacy

Through the American Law Institute/American Bar Association
Joint. Committee on Continuing Legal_ Education, the American Bar
Foundation, and the American Bar Endowment, there has developed a
considerable tradition of ABA leadership and innovation in the fields
of legal and judicial education.

4.
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5.5 State -level Organizations

The National Center for State Courts is currently completing a
State Judicial Training Profile (Working draft published March 19,1474).
The Profile surveys, existing agencies,.staff, programs and funds, within
each state allocated to all kinds of judicial education.

9.

The Profile shows almost all states reporting some kind of training
for at least some of their judges. Twenty-tWo states reported some Rind
of mandatory training. Thirty-three have a "training staff"--which is
usually part-time--and a budget set aside for judicial education. In
other words, there is at least a skeletal state-level structure for
judicial education throughout most of the country,.

.

However, there is very little flesh on the skeleton. For instance,
only 16 states spend $100,000 or more per year on activities related to'
judicial education. (Pennsylvania and California report the largest
sums.) Very often, much of the budget goes to a single, annual,
large-scale conference, which is a poor vehicle for serious education.
Almost all the funds expended by state agencies come from LEAA, and a
large proportion of those funds were expended to enable judges to attend
LEAA-funded programs (especially National College of the State Judiciary,
American Academy of Judicial Education). Thus, the degree of financial
commitment from the states or from the judiciary is pathetically small.

The pattern of judicial education at the state level is interesting.
Thirty-thtee states gave in-state training, which consisted almost ex-
clusively, of either the annual conference or orientation for new judges.
Twenty states in 1973 sent judge out of state for training Training
units or agents are located almost entirely within the court systei,
most often in the offices of-the Supreme-Court. Only seven or eight
states seek even peripheral assistance from university-located units.
Educationwas offered to limited jurisdiction judges in 36 states, to
general jurisdiction judges in 35, and to appeals court judges in 19'
states. Only 11 offered somethingspecial for juvenile' court judges,
3 for probate court judges, and,2 for family court judges. Finally,
only 6 states reported holding formal sentencing institutes of' the kind
strongly recommended by the American Bar Association, and only 12 Offered
orientation sessions for new judges. For an excellent example of a State-
.level training agency, one might look at the. California Center for
Judicial Education and Research, which carries out an extensive program
with a mixture of state and federal funds.

The conclusion must be that both the initiativ& and the funding for
judicial education come from the federal government, and that LEAA is'
providing vitally necessary funds and resources, especially by suppqrting
the National College of the State Judiciary and the American College for
Judicial Education. The states seem receptive to these fund, though
the majority are not energetic in seeking theM. A handful of states
seem to be seeking to establish a permanent structure and programs, and
in those states the pressure seems to be coming from the judiciary.
Obviously state-level training agencies are esirable and their-activities
should be strengthened by federal actions.
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5.6 National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

NIAAA has funded neither grants nor proposals in the area of
judicial education. The criminal justice system, however, is emerging
as one of its main areas of interest, as is reflected in the existence
of a Criminal JUStice Program within NIAAA. NIAAA contains a Training
Division, so far inactive with. judges, and it has cooperated with NHTSA
in contracting with Johns Hopkins University for the design of A.Seminar
for treatment personnel dealing with drinking. drivers. Created in 1973
by contract from NIAAA is the National Center -for Alcohol Education,
charged with developing and testing materials for many different interest
groups both in alcohol and in alcohol program menagement. NCAE has. no
programs for criminal justice system personnel, but, realizing the
importance of this target-group, sponsored a minferencp of judges and
judicial education 1June, 1974), and a meeting of organizations.,concerned
with judibial education (October,-1974). With NIAAA permission, NCAE
also chose to divert funds for the completion of the present report.

5.7 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
,,,

The National Highway TraffiC Safety Administration (NHTSA) Aies been
approaching judicial education in ;a totally different manner from LEAA.
Starting in 1971, NHTSA contracted for Aloohol Safety Action Projects
in 35 states, designed to devise and implement improved, methods'
handling DWIs. All these ASAPs are "demonstration" projects only, i.e.,
the contracts last for only three years. Most ASAPs were community-:
based. The increased arrest -load, of course, affected .the courts
dramaticely, and to assist them to solve their prbblens, NHTSA contracted
with Indiana University to design and cond!ict a series of parallel
"Seminars in Alcohol Safety": one for judges, one for prosecutors, and
one for pre-sentence/probation staff. Some 60,of these Seminars have
been conducted in 26 ASAP communities .since 1971, completely. With federal
funds.. For the moment, the salient features are as follows: 1) this
is the only nationwide effort at a special program for a specific area
of alcohol referral (DWI) ; 2) they are an almost` unique example of a
special-interest group (highway safety) offering an educational program
to the judges; 3) the Seminars' administrative_agency has always been .

a local highway-safety unit able to prepare and follow up over a long-,
period, thus not leaving the judges without outside support; 4) the
Seminars contain some straight education but consist mainly of court
system design aimed at, solving the judge's. problems and making his
ASAP-related actions more effective; 5) though the)SeMinara,use mostly
the same materials from site to site, each is also tailoredr,to fit a
.local community's situation;.6) all.Seminars use A combination of local
personnel and outside professionals for the instruction. NHTSA hab
Spent alMost half a million dollars on these Seminars'and,reports grat'
satisfaction with their impact. ,The Obntractalso'produbed printed
Seminar Manuals available for use by anyone; though there is some strong
evidence that the.Instructors need.to.be highly trained, in both the
alcohol safety subject-matter, the prdblems of court procedures, and the
specialized educational techniques needed with .judges.3

3 Poi. further information, contact James A. Palmer, Ihstitute'for Research

in Public Safety, Indiana University,, 400 E.'Seventh St., Bloomington, Ind. 47401



With other contracts NHTSA has tried different approaches to sppport
highway traffic safety activities at the local level. A contract under-
taken by a private firm designed and conducted a series of organigational
development seminars during the earlier stages of the ASAP.- At each
ASAP site, representatives of'all agencies connected with the alcohol
safety system, including judges, were brought together for dismission
and role-playing to define the problems in the, existing system and to
design organizational solutions. These Seminars were conducted at sites.
The contract did not result in the publidation ofhighly substantive
manuals available for In-dependent use.

In another contract independent of the ASAPs, NHTSO. called for the
development of curriculum packages on highWay safety so as-to enable a'
local workshop -leader .to conduct a local workshop in highway safety for
the local judiciary. Under a subsequent contract, trailing of a limited
number of state-selected workshop leaders in the delivery of the package
was carried out. Most leaders were judges; A current contract uses
another approach: it calls for the training of courtkadministrators in
how to manage a court system for highway safety objectives. This contract
will also be followed by training of local instructors. All these .

packages deal with the issues of alcohol referral, though in various ways.

The NHTSA approach has certain distinctive elements. NHTSA funds
the development and testing of an, educational program with federal
money, under contract with independent businesses or universities. The
contract normally results in a curriculum package, publicly-available
for purchase frbm the Government Printing Office. To ensure the use of
the package, NHTSA has adopted three strategies: (1) publication for
general purchase (unaccompanied by any deliberate publicity); (2) use
of the staff of independent contractors to carry the educational program
to local units, using direct federal contract funding to the educational
agent; (3) attempts to train a few people within a single state to
deliver the developed curriculum package. Actual training and use of
the package will then be determined by the Governor'Highway Safety
Representative within each state, using the highway traffic safety funds
disbursed'to the state under the block grants formula; which includes
required state and local matching funds. The pattern is to undertake
design from the federal level, to get instruction to the state level,
and to aim it at local judges. There is some debate as to which of
two strategies is better: to train judges directly, or to train trainers.
The job of training all judges from the federal level may not be
appropriate, and it is too massive to fund. Selectivity is difficult
except in such special cases_as that of the ASAP sites. On the other
hand, it is perhaps wasteful (even if technically feasible) to train
someone to be a part-time trainer, since few people know enough about both
highway safety and educational skills. In sum, NHTSA tries to respond
to both needs by using Sec. 403 funds for direct training support to
one-time demonstration projects and-by encouraging the use of Sed. 402
funds (block grants) to develop long-term, in-state capabilities.

NIRTSA's effort represents a unique attempt by the federal govern-
ment to provide a special-interest service to local judges. NHTSA
is also the only agency conducting judicial education in alcohol referral



nationwide. In educational terms, NHTSA is also the most experimental
agency, attempting to develop printed packages which contain highly
professional materials and yet also take into account the variety and
autonomy of the lower courts. Since the area in which they are interested --
drinking driving cases--is the second largest group of alcohol cases
in the criminal justice system, NHTSA's efforts emerge as singularly
important.4

5.8 General Comments

1. As a general observation one might note that the judiciary
faces a quandary when education is in question. Even if judges admit to
themselves that they need more training, can they afford to admit that
need to the legislators, the funding agencies, and the public?' With
judges reluctant to admit that need to outsiders, how can outsiders
come to their aid? When the, uneasiness of the judiciary to act as a
group in putting pressure on state legislatures for more funds is taken
into account, even for their daily operations and facilities, is educatiom
likely to receive priority? And finally, with most of the country's
courts under local rather than state control as far as funds and resources
are concerned, are the judges likely to develop enough pressure at the
state level? Each state, of course, will have to answer these questions
individually, but they must also be answered by any educational program
which attempts to work through state-level programs to reach community-
level judges.

2. The problem of quality instructional personnelimpedes all pro-
grams in judicial'eduction. An estimated 150 people nationwide have
judicial education as a profession, and for most of them it is very
much a part-time occupation. Most judicial education is carried out
(but not administered) by judges, some paid, many unpaid. The judiciary
and e5lucators have not yet learned cooperation. The education profession
is generally derelict in response to the oneoing needs of adult pro-
fessionals. Few educators knot/ anything about judges, and only a'hand-
ful underbtand the dynamics of the courts. A very few law schools have
provided a narrow bridge between the professions, especially through
continuing legal education. Law school professors, hoWever, tend to
concentrate on technical legal issues, avoiding court management. In
return, the judges have not Often sought help from educators, believing
that their problems can only be understood by other judges. This view.
is obviously short-sighted. Since being a judge is a full-time job, a
judge who can also become a skilled educator is a rare animal; nor does
the judicial personality necessarily lend itself to educational skill.

4 Further information, including GPO and NTIS forms, should be re-
quested from theGovernor's Highway Safety Representative, who will
probably contact the NHTSA Regional Office. Development of curriculum
packages is the responsibility of the Manpower Development,Division,
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, 400 7th St., S.W., Washington, D.C. It ought to be noted
that NHTSA, because of its unfamiliarity with the judiciary, is largely
unaware of the significance of its activities in this area.
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The range of skills heeded is considerable: training in educational
design, theory, and practice; skill as a group leader or as a speaker;
knowledge of the legal subject-matter, of court structure ai&d procedures,
and of the judicial system; understanding of the judicial role and
personality. Education in alcohol referial requires further knowledge:
of*the alcoholism field, its relationship to the courts, and the effect-
iveness of treatment; of the court support structure, referral methods,
paperwork, and personnel. At the NCAE Seminar which originated this
study, the judges listed so,many instructional desirables that they
were only half joking when they demanded, as instructor, "a former
alcoholic administrative judge, with charisma, more than fifty miles
from home." Alcohol referral can, therefore, make two basic choices as
to instructional personnel: it can seek out judges and former judges
who can be given the necessary subject-matter and educational expertise,
and it can seek to train educators to work with court problems. Neither
choice excludes the other. In both cases, special efforts will be
necessary to train the trainers.

3. Judicial education is best placed in the hands of an institution
with strong ties to'the legal profession, including'both institutions
with nationwide relevance and those with state and community-level
thport only. It should be formalized, ongoing, and, where possible,
mandatory. These are not prescriptions from on high, but simply a
description of the characteristics of the most successful present
educational programs. Staff should be permanent, especially so that
a knowledgeable, trustful, and flexible relationship can be developed.
Judicial education should not, however, be left exclusively in the
hands of the6legal profession.

4. Note should be taken of the American Bar Association's attitude
about judicial education, as expressed in the Standards Relating to
Court Administration:

` "Judges should maintain and improve their professional competence
by regular continuing professional education. Court systems should
operate or support judges' participation in training and education,
including programs of orientation for new judges and refresher
education in developments in the law and in technique in judicial
and administrative functions for experienced judges. Where it
will result in greater convenience or economy, such programs should
be operated jointly by several court systems, or regionally or
nationally. Provision should be made to give judges the opportunity
to pursue advanced legal education and research."

The accompanying commentary (Standards, pp. 49-50) emphasizes the need
for judges to acquire more knowledge of administrative techniques and to
implement regular continuing judicial education in every state, for both
new and experienced judges.
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6.0 SUBJECT-MATTER AND TECHNIQUES .

bo
and
"al
sys
ien
is

The s cure # the 'courts and the nature-of referral systems.
req ce thatloir elementary points about educational, techniques-4
ubj ct-matter receive emphasis.. Since the.general.sbbject of
ohol and the comits" is very large, and since-judges and court
ms are very dive*se, the subject-matter conveyed. to various. aud-e,

ill need careful tailoringzespeciUlly if simple evangelism.
e avoided. a

e objectives of:an educational program, determine both its
ques and-its subject-matter: what do we*want .this audience to do

as esult of this educational progr'am? The traditional methoOs f9r
con ying information or raising motivation may be all that is needed

d in some citcumsta4Cee--and they may'well be the cheaper say. However,
to get judges to"design and operate a referral' system in their local
courts is not,on34 a matter of inforkation and motivation buealso one
of job-Planning. IThis,requires better educational materials, greater
localization,.sma4er groups, and afore money, The design, develOpm6t,
and evaluation ofleducational materials and progtams cost's more than
one wants, but past experience shows that if they are not done properlya
Money spent on ch aper methods will be 'largely *asted. V

.0
..

l' Once the-00.fferent audiences haVe been defined, and different. ...
.

objectives set. forleach audience, then the necessary techniques can 0
be chosen. .,Two e#Cellent examples and discussions of this process .:.,:

appear in papers presented at the National Judicial Educatdrs'.-Conferende
(UniVersity of.mieeiesiPpi,. April 28-.-May 1, 1974) ; - The present report
avoids repeating their4deas, but it is recommended that they. be
Ibbtained from theikatifOnal Center for State'CourtsJ The overall

7:: lesSon is the nee for thorough, professional development of an ongoing
program, as contr ted with traditional haphazard "conferences': which
have few lasting eiffects: _

. 1(

.

.

..-,.

,
In the desizofYverious programs, the cooperation experienced

f

. -educational desi .erg Should be sought. The existing state ands national
organizations fori)udiCialVeducation want and need strengthening in this
area particular i" y in the.,:case,of\etate-levelorgenization6 for con-
tinuing legal or 3Udicial education, developmental and follow-up tasks
will strengthen the professionalism and credibility of their programs.
Further, since the subject-matter of alcohol referral is multidisciplinary,
design should be a cooperative Or. team effort rather .than exclusively
the prerogative of the legal, profession. kneutraleducator is there-
fore -desirable for both the design and the operational stages.

1 Paul M. Li and Glenn E. Coe, "Orientation and Training of New
Judges"; Willard Mr. Bushman, "Planning Conferences for Judgesl."
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A research and publication program should accompany any educational ,

effort in alcohol referral. Our knowledge about alcohol and the courts
and about the best procedures for making effective referrals is not
highly advanced. In fact, education and research might best be accomplished -
by means of eadh'other: through the establishment of pilot programs
and'demondtration projects. The publication of the results of exper-

'wimental programs is equally important. Many resources are currently
being wasted because the most recent information does not move easily
irom one site to another. 'Evaluation of both efficiency and effective-
ness .is also essential; there is no use-setting up referral programs
at great expense if they accomplish nothing,, and there is no use in
carrying out education for education's sake. To aim at research,
publication, aria evaluation also preveiTts judicial planning for alcohol
referral from being regaided as a side-issue or as inessential to the
operations of the courts, and it places the judicial education effort ,

ih proper perspeOtive, 0 part of a national Priority.

64 Subject-matter

The major subject-areas for this educational effort can be readily
.identified:

' 1. alcohol abuse and its relationship to the courts. Although
uch more research is needed in this area, there is already enough

Substance-to be worth %communication and to be convincing, though it
needs careful presentation.

2. legal and procedural matters relevant to various kinds of alcohol
abuSers and various kinds of court, including statutes, case law, Uniform
icts, Supreme Court decisions,, the Confidentiality regulations
promulgated in ,the Federal Register, and the neceesaxy or recommended
referral parameters and paperwork. This kind of subject-matter is
familiar to judicial educators working with other issues, and because
it iso,mlegalistic" t may be the easiest to create. Howevertfit may
beless :important" in overall, program terms; for purposes of alcohol

a Adent4fication and screening, judges need, less training ps triers-
Of-fact than they do in other areas.

.3. system management. Since th0 judge's power to act' as a referral
system manager depends on the cooperation of other people in the
skstem,not,directly under his control, the judge, needs education yin

-management, especially In methods of achieving effective system flow and
In techniques for achieving and,measuring effectiveness. This moves
into the areas of court adminlstration and community management or
public affairs; particahrly, it.requires understanding of thevery
different dynamics of tile alcohdEism'treatment system, and of the
proceduFes, by which the.courts can assist or impede treatment (e.g.,
inappropriateness of referral, speed of action, misuse of authority).

0

Each of the above subjeCt-areas needs emphasis at different times
and for different audiences. For instance, the relationship between

, Alcohol abuse and the courts is important at two stages: when starting
a referral program; and'when undertaking'an experimental project. Again,
legal and procedural issues require regular review (though without a great
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level of effort) as part of'the regular training received by judges.
Finally, system management will probably be the most complex, localized,
experimental, and difficult area, requiring persistent and detailed
effort. Everybody at the local level needs "cookbooks" or "how-to-
do-it" manuals.

6.2 Audiences

There are three majdr groups which may receive portions of the
total edOcational effort:

Ilk

a. the major national-level individgals and organizations capable
of making alcohol and the courts a matter of priority concern and of
backing that concern with resources and funds. The difficulty in reach-
ing this group is that it is multi-disciplinary; potentially.it included
the legal, profession, the criminal justice system, the alcoholism
profession, the public health establishment, the highway safety experts,
and the community managers. The most significant single gain in this
area would' the acceptance of court-based alcohol referral as a goal
by-LEAR, NI , and NHTSA.

b4 the major state-level individuals and organizations associated
with the courts, including police, prosecutors, administrators, pro-
bation officers, the legal and medical professions, and alcoholism -
organization's. The nature of this group will vary widely from state
to state.' There are two avenues by which they may be reached: eitheri
from .a central state-level point, or community by community. Use of
both avenues at different times has proven most effective in the case
of NH.TSA drinking driver programs. The parallel individuals at the
local level will ultimately constitute an even more important audience,
since they will actually operate the referral programs. In the case of
large metropolitan areas, local personnel are more important than the
state-level personnel.

,

c. the judges. As earlier recommended, almost all judges in a
state will be an audience for one part of the program or another. "The
methods.by which they'are offered informatiovill vary considerably
according to the educational objective. For instance, separation between
the different levels of the judiciary is usually preferable. Working '-

with judges within the same community as a single group is desirable,
but there are benefits to state-wide'or regional approaches as well.
Mixing with judges from other states is-productive-at various stages,
and some of the education should be put-of-state. The population and
resources of the states vary so widely that no single model for refettol
system education will work in all states. Evidently, the design of
materials which are maximally transferable from state to state and from
community .to cgmmunity will spread the delielopmentalcosts. . In sun,
tailoring methods to the particular judges at any given time should be
a major task for the design of an educational program, and one should
not expect to use just one method.
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6. 3 Techniques

The various technical methods of accomplishing the educational
effort can be summarized briefly:

a. Printed . materials anqtsPeeches. Enough knowledge exists 'to
make current' articles and speeches useful -and even important. Existing
knowledge is -not at present readily accessible, and -it may requite a

.major effort to' bring it togethef and to disseminate it to these who
need it. A report to Congress,' 4 series of research efforts funded by,,
LEA& and/or NIAAA., work by the ABA nand /or the iMA, are all desirabie,,

'both colleCt existing, information and to create new information.
As that information is collected, dissemination will require a deliberate,
high-level effort aimed, at decision-makers rather than the public, and
at all,persons interested in judicial education in alcohol referral, to
crea-be some degree of national consistency.

Knowledge possessed by judges about why to make and how to make
alcohol referrals is not very 'great. There ds a lot of energy and
interest in both the limiXed jurisdiction and the general jurisdiction c''q
courts; but verified information, already designed procedureth, and mode
programs exist in some areas without any knowledge about them being '

Conveyed to other areas., The Professional journals read by judges are
fein number, and the professional meetings which they, attend can be
readily identified. ,The, careful preparation of speeches and articles
would therefore be. highly Useful.

b. Conference. The most used method for exchanging information
between adults, conferences serve many useful purposes. But in many
situations they are only marginal/1y useful, and judicial education has
in the past reliedion them too much. Section 7.0 of this report re-
commends several conferences which would be useful for judicial education
in alcohol referra;, and a summary of those recommendations is apropos
here: (1) meetings between various ,federal agencies, with power over
funds and national program priorities, toy determine the degree to which
they should pay cooperative attention to the subject of alcohol and the
courts; (2) me tings within and between the national professional
organizations ( .g., AMA, ABA) to determine their level of interest in
referral progr ; (3) a biannual conference on the subject of alcohol
and crime; (4) p esentation of relevant subject-matter to existing
national and state-level conferences of.judges, the legal -profession,
the alcoholism profession, court administrators, etc.; and (5) elulti-
professional state-level conferences on a one-time basis. 'Q)

This mixture includes both (a) spe ial conferences whe lal
motivation and moment= is needed; (b) e loitation of the existing
conference structure to identify local d state leadership. A definite
strategy should be developed, probably through the use of travelling
teams, which will use conferences both, for initial motivation, then for
the ongoing transfer of information and the implementation of referral
p grams.' The experience of NifAAA in dealing with implementation of
the UniforM Alcoholism. Act, and the'experience of LEAA implementing
the tandards nationwide, both offer the right expertise for developing
su a strategy.
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;Conferences involving a large number of people and using the
conventional' distinguished speaker format are not useful when it comes
to the operation of a referral program at the local level. Seminars

(or planning and problem-solving sessions) arwmore productive. ,

The content of materials presented at conferences should be- ake-
fully designed. Alcoholism is not a popular subject among judges and
other likely attendees. Court administration, however, is growing
and more popular. The subject-matter sklould therefore deal at least
as much with how to do it as with why to do it. (It should also be
noted that studies of the learning patterns-of conferees show that they
come away with as much new misinformation as mew knowledge.) MateXjals
designed for presentation at conie ences should be transferrable from
one state to another, with room for local'variations suited to local

needs. .

c. Job-planning or problem-solving sessions involving
groups up to about 25'or 30 people and lasting over two days are the
most 'effective method for implementing a referral program at the local
level, as long as they are sponsored by an agehcy with management

k4 potential. The Seminar models developed by NHTSA to support the ASAP
programs (designed by Indiana Uaiversity, and also adapted by numerous
local agencie) have proven their effectiveness of this approach. The

major weakneas is the need for well-qualified instructional personnel,
but even'in the absence of such personnel the seminar apprOach is the
only method which allows for the identification and,solution of the
myriad detailed problems involved in a court-based multi - agency referral
System. ,

The seminar approach has several basic requirements:

(I) Some form of a referral"program should be in existence before
the Seminar. -An,Criginal agent should have accepted responsibility for
getting the program going, and contacts with members of the system should
already have been made. In some circumstances, it is better for a
program to have been operational long enough for its problems to begin
to appear.

(2) A local agent has to guarantee continuity, so that decisions
reached at the Seminar will be implemented. (This is the virtue of
the, ASAP approach.)

(3) Some local agency has to be willing to provide funds for a
multi-agency Seminar, and to Undertake its administration.

(4) Clear behavioral objectives should be established.

(5) Full and enduring attendance should be guaranteed.

It should be empOsized that a Seminar is not the same as a small
group meeting. The Fleeting of a multi-agency small group also has
considerable benefits, and any referral program will find such meetings
desirable on a regular basis. A Seminar, however, has"more formal and
precise objectives; prepared Materials; a mixture of presentation and

'discussion; 'greater requirements for both attendance and commitments
to action after the Seminar.
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d. Individu. learning materials. Learning materials prepared for
individuals hasp very uneven success. They tend to work well where the
individual isghly motivated either by himself or by an external reward
system. Where imposed on a reluctance learner, they tend to be un-,
successful. One must assume, howefer, that the Are enough self-
motivated judges to make th& development of individualized materials
worthwhile. They should be ?articularly apposite,either for new judges,
pr for judges participating in training sessions at centers for judicial
education.

The California Center for Judicia ucation and Research has already
experimented with audio Cassettes (inclu ng alecture by' Judge Saeta'
on alcohol) and regards them as worth continuing. Video cassettes will
prove equally effective when °their price drops during the coming years.
Booklets such as that prepared by Judge Lyle Truax f National
Council on Alcoholism are'popular, but their effect eness has not been
measured. Judges tend to complain that they have t do too much reading
as it is

No experiments haye been carried out in this country. (to our know-
.

ledge) with packaged learning programs of the kind used elsewhere. The
effectiveness of programmed self-instruction is high, and the develop-
ment of a learning program might prove a very effective method for ed-
ucation in alcohol referral, since the subject- matter is (a) factual, and
(b) admintrative lliferwork.

A similar device is the development of the equivalent to an alcohol
referral "benchbook," similar in format to the bench books already
existing on other subjects but adapted to the needs of a referral system.

In the following Section 7.0, various ways of putting these differeni,
`techniques to work are discussed, appropriate to the intended audience,
subject-matter, and objectives.
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7.0 SCHEDULING OP PEOGRAUS

In this sectioni the authorsl attempt to make Clear the scope of
he needed educational effort by suggesting a framework and schedule'of
cirkable projects. This is v.oe a blueprint, but rather a sample of the
nd of efforts necessary if the problems indicated inother sectio=ns

are to be solved. The section provides examples of

projects susceptible to immediate action and discernible.short-
term results

projects requiring,developmental work and greater resources

long-orange programs designed for implementation via permanent
structures for court support

/4
The schedule proffered in this section also attempts to respond to

the issues of subject-matter, audience, and objectives raised in Section
6.0. Some of the suggested projects, for instance, acre motivational;
others deal with enlisting the support of all relevant court personnel;
others concentrate on research as wellEas action.

One overriding issue has'not been faced: who should have responsibility
for undertaking any or all of these programs? In specific instances,
suggestions have been made, based on our knowledge of the present ex-
pertise and interest of the organizations concerned. The overwhelming
problem of which federal government agency should have funding or op-
orations' responsibility has been avoided, although the Awical respon-
sibilities of NIAAA and LEAA are apparent throughout:

,

\

7.1 Phase One: Original Commitments \I

Based upon the resources sketched out in this study, it is now both

lifeasible. and desirable to ascertain the level of inter t, the resources,
the facilities, and the publications of national organi ations now
involved in the outlined effort or capable of being involved in it.

For instance, it is obviously desirable that the federal,fundinj
'agencies decide where their responsibilities and territorial boundaries.
might lie. For this purpose, a meeting of LEAA, NIAAA, NHTSA, the
Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the Office of Education (and/or other
agencies) should be atop priority.

It is equally desirable that a second, highly sttructured meeting
take place, consistingof representatives from all national-level
organizations capable of making firm commitments. In addition to the
federal agencies, the following organizations constitute a preliminary

ti

1 Most of the work on this Section was done by Mr. Albert B. Logan,
Director of the National. Institute of Judicial Dynamics, 2607 Connecticut Ave.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008
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invitation list:

AMerican Judges Association
American JudiCature Society

American Bar Association (especially the Division of Judicial
Administration, the Section of Criminal Law, and Committee
of Corrections)

Institute -of Judicial Administration
National Center for State Courts
U.S. Conference of Mayors
International Association of City Managers
Volunteers in Probation, Inc.
National Council of State Governments
National College of the State Judiciary
American Academy. Of Judicial Educapion
National Council on Alcoholism
Alcohol and Drug Problems Association of North America
Conference of State Court Administrators
Institute,forCourt Manaigement
California Center for Judicial Education and Research
National Council on Crime and Delinquency'
National District, Attorneys Association
National College of District Attorneys
American Trial Lawyers Association
American Correctional Association
National Council of Juvenile Court Judges
CitizensConfekence on State Legislatures
Education Commission of the States

The best organization to undertake such a meeting--as well as the
rather extensive preliminary briefings, plahning, and production of
materials and agenda - would be the National Centek for Alcohol Education
and the National Center for State Courts. The objectives of sudh a
-meeting would be to identify the extent to which judicial education in
alcohol referral is a national priority, to convey information to these
agencies as to the reasons for such a nationwide program, and to alert
and identify resources for a program of continuing.education at the state
and local level.

7.2 Phase Two: Introductory Projects

The following projects can be considered for immediate implementationt
and'for conclusion within a limited period. Their adective is (a) to
alert the judicial community to the needfor judicial planning for alcohol
referral, and (b) to provide the informational suppprt for further
efforts.

1. Orientation teams

Feasible within a short period is the creation of a team or teams of
experts to be scheduled for limited (e.g., 12 day) appearances at state-
wide judicial conferences, national meetings of judicial organizations, and
other meetings of judges. The teams' objective would be to arouse mo-
tivation, convey information, and, perhaps most important, discover local
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leadership for full-sCale later educational programs. The members of
such a team should preferably have stature, certainly have expertise,
and necessarily be availableat random periods during a year. The team
should haVe expertise in different fields, e.g.,.a physician,.a judge,
a recovered alcoholic, an alcoholiamspeciaiist, an alcohol referral
specialist, a court executive. The team, however, would have to be
willing to work as a group, followinga basic format so that nationwide
standardization would be possible. The team or teams would therefore
need support froM an organization capable of providing both subject -
matter expertise and administrative support (preferrably in the form. of
a staff directO4. The issuing of a contract by'a federal agency seems
the best method !fprconducting such a project. Any such projedt would
be well advisei4. work in close conjunction with existing judicial
education organitatUgg.

2. Regional or State Seminars

The influence of top state-level judges-and court administrators
may be crucial in determining the success of an eventual judicial ed-
ucation program, which will ultimately rest on state priorities and funds.
It is therefore recommended that a specific project aim at these individ-
uals at a fairly early stage. If the eventual educationyrogram is
aimed at tfte improvement of court administration, it can be tailored to
fit into the existing plans of presiding judges and state court admin-
istrators instead of being an extraneous or additional issue.

The agenda of such a state or regional seminar would cover the basic ,

problem and the existing solutioi , the proposed educational program
and materials, 'and the role which presiding judges and administrators
could perform, As output, the Seminar should produce both leadership
at the state level and amass of information about the present operation
of the courts in each state.

At this stage it cannot be determined whether a single national
meeting, several regional seminars, or many state seminars would be'more
effective. Again, th'e advice of existing judicial education organizations
should be sought. Faculty and agenda would require careful development,
since the subject-matter would need to be highly responsive to the needs
of the participants. A combinat4lon of lecture and problem-solving
planning sessions would seem appropriate, so that the development of
materials would not be expensive. However, it is-again recommended
that issuance of a contract' for full administrative support and faculty
participation is the best method of proceeding.

A similar series of Seminars, with a parallel agenda, may be
very appropriate for state-level agencies providing services to support
the courts, especially probation services, and for state alcoholism
authorities. In many states, state agencies start and operate referral
systems without waiting for the judges to take the initiative. In areas
where- judges have taken the initiative, they must always depend on
support personnel to provide them with referral, monitoring, and evalua-
tion services. The role "of probation and pre-sentence officers is very
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important, especially with the problem drinking population. Probation
personnel tehd to be no more knowledgeable about alcoholism and'referral
than do judges, yet the effectiveness of a referral pro4ram is in their
hands.

While a national-level meeting might be considered, state and:, even
local meetings would be far more appropriate; states and communities
differ hugely in the number of resources and in the regulations under
which their pre-sentence/probation staff operate. In the case of this
project, therefore, it is recommended that a pilot project be undertaken,
working with persOnnel from selected states to measure the potential
impact of such' a program before undertaking the expense of nationwide
efforts. Further, the development of materials (with an orientation
team) for insertion in existing statewide annual Meetings may prove cost-
effective. Some operational program should becommenced early', however,
since the judges cannot realistically be expected to carry the entire
burden of setting up referral programs alone.

3. Publications

As mentioned in Section 6.0, there is a definite need for publications
in the area of alcohol and the courts. Very few factual materials exist,
already., The following undertakings could be commenced very quickly, '-
and completed within a reasonable time.

a. A state-of-the-art survey. Existing information on
alcohol and crime, on alcohol and the courts, and on court-based
referral "Programs has never been screened, summarized, or assembled.
No complete bibliography on alcohol and crime exists. A research
contract to produce a state-of-the-art survey would be cost-
effective since'the absence of such a survey would cause a constant
drain on the educational programs.

b.. "Curriculum" development. Without any elaborate effort,
all ongOing educational programs should be suppbrted by printed
materials outlining basic facts, statistics, resources, and concepts
for the use of instructional teams. At present, both misinformation
and hobbyism are widespWead, and they should obviouslycbe avoided.
A small-scale attempt to summarize the best available .should there-

,

fore be undertaken, again by research contract.

c. New 'articles and speeches. Out of the preceding efforts,
materials for new publications within professional journals should
be easily generated, either by the research contractors or by the
orientation teams or by both. Existing professional journals read
by the judiciary and court personnel are few but widely read.
Articles published in them are often used by judges making speeches.
Maximum educational impact could therefore be achieved at minimal
cost. Etwever, it may prove advisable to support this publication
effort with a professional writer (perhaps attached to the staff
of the orientation teams)

4, Task Force

At an early stage'in the process, a group should be appoidted to
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address itself to the problems of the multidisciplinary nature of all
projects, i.e., someone should be assigned the responsibility for monitor-
ing and coordinating. Because of the newness 'of the subject - matter,
the role of this group should be more aggressive than that of a committee,
and for that reason the appointment of a Task Force is recommended.

The Task Forbe /pun have the following responsibilities:

a. to accumulate and organize the mass of information revealed
during Phase Two projects,especially within the individual states.

b. to coordinate activities and to provide. information,
especially to the judiciary.

c. to interest professional educators in the,field.

d. to identify prospective members of orientation teams or
leading judges within each state who will accept 'responsibility for.
Phase Three activities.

e. to check authorized or appropriated funds and determine
whether they can be or are being lased for judicial planning for
alcohol referral.

f. to routinize information about the nature, schedule, and
location of ongoing judicial meetings state by State.

g. to study developments in.current other efforts at judicial
education, especially at the state level.

h. to assist each state determine its priorities for the
presentation of the various kinds of subject-matter.

In sum the Task Force will have responsibility for operating as the
link between the national-level agencies (both governmental and other)
and the state-level educational efforts, between the various agencies
and organizations representing the judiciary and the alcoholism pro-
fession, to coordinate from an independent position the efforts of all
agencies, and'inost importantly to ensure the movement from the national-
level effort of Phase Two to the local -level effort of Phase Three. The
Task Force would, accept the responsibility which has so far not been
accepted by any one national - level group.

The exact nature of the Task Force cannot yet be determined.-It should
primarily be the responsibility of judges themselves, but it should
be also multidisciplinary., It should include representatives of the
leading judicial educators (such as NCSJ and.AAJE). It should be attached ,

to an organization with extensive contacts at the state and local level,
yet it should also have good contacts in Washington, D.C. Among possible
candidates for sponsorship of the'Task Force are the ABA, the National
Center for State Courts,. the Alcohol and Drug Problems AtSociation,
the American Judicature Society, end the Council of State and Territorial
Alcoholism Authoritied.
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5. Support for existing activities

With the amount of energy and interest already apparent aiMong the
judiCiary, and with some materials already developed, the continued
use of those materials should be actively encouraged by both dissemination
and funding. Present efforts of such.organiiations as the NCSJ, AAJE,
and ABA, as well as local and state programs, should be supported.
Existing materials, such as those developed by Indiana University for
NHTSA, should be disseminated. The repeated pattern has been that
local initiative has lost its momentum because of lack of financial
support and even despite success. The role of the regional and state
offices of the federal funding agencies should be examined, to determine
whether they can encourage communities to give priority to adapting and
expanding what already exists.

7.3 Phase Three: State-Level Implementation

After the introdliCtory projects have developed a sufficient momentum
and body of information, transfer to the state level is essential, even
though the program will then encounter all the usual problems of nation-
wide professional education. Several avenues exist for that transfer.

1, Through the existing nationwide judicial education
notably the National College of the State Judiciary and the
Academy of Judicial Education. Proposals for such projects
written by these organizations, and given-priority attention
funding agencies.

institutions,
American
should be
by the

2. Through the state-level court structure discussed earlier (the
chief judges, court administrators, and probation agencies) and especially
their training agents.

3. Through the state-level alcoholism training programs--if they
specialize in court programs rather than simply inviting judges to
attend their regular programs.

4. Through the state alcoholism authorities and/or the CSTAA
and/or the AAETPe.

5. Through pilot and demonstration projects initiated by LEAA,
NIAAA, and NHTSA and won by competitive bidding responses to RFPs.
These would be particularly important for the design of curricula,
especially if they attract the skills,of the various educational research
organizations, and they may therefore turn out to be the most important
single element in-winning educational expertise to the field of judicial
education.

6. Through the distribution of materials (printed, tape, visual)
via local-based non-profit organizations.

Most of these methods are usual. Most of the organizations are
accustomed to the kind of effort required. Essential, however, is some
centralized initiative (a) within the judiciary; (b) from the Task Force;
and (c) from the federal agencies which fund demonstration projects. or
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,coordinating activities. None of these activities will get of the ground
unless the federal government indicates a-national priority for the. programs..

By Phase Three, therefore, it is essential that the major federal
Am, funding agencies, especially NLAAA, NHTSA, and LEAA make real efforts to

identify alcohol referral planning as a matter in which they are actively
interested. (Within each of these agencies, the internal divisions
already exist for such initiatives.)

In this Phase, policy guidelines will also have to be commenced.
For example, which kinds of courts need the assistance most? what are
the restrictions on alcohol referral procedures gdarding both rights
and confidentiality for the individual? In this Phase, practical
questions will need real answers: do DWI schools work for what kind
of population? is a court appearance desirable for a public inebriate?
does coerced referral have better associated costs than a volunteer
project?

Phase Three, therefore, will need accompaniment by a research
program which heavily emphasizes evaluation of both efficiency and
effectiveness. Evaluation is so important that it could reasonably
be' included in Phase Two. The brute fact, however, is that evaluation
cannot take place until the programs handle sufficient numbers of people
over a sufficient period of time to make it meaningful. (The NHTSA
experience since 1970 with evaluating its drinking driver referral
programs is in this respect an invaluable guide.) Equally, there is
no sense in introducing massive referral programs nationwide if they
are inappropriate, ineffective, or poorly run. By Phase Three, we will
be dealing with what amounts to a new treatment modality for alcoholism,
as well as a new role for the courts, and the potential impact on the
nation's alcohol problem will by that time require meticulous attention.

7.4 Phase Four: Continuing Education

At this point of time, there is every evidence that we are talking
about a permanent element in judicial educatibn and planning. First,
the turnover among judges is high enough to require constant, if inter-
mittent, training. Second, our ideas about alcoholism treatment are
changing very rapidly and its relationship to the courts will need
constant restudy. Because the transfer of information between the
courts and the alcoholism profession is so slow, the courts are in danger
of using discredited or invalid approaches. (For instance; in July 1974,
the Phoenix courts changed their famous method for running DWI Schools,
evaluated as only marginally effective for the types of drinking driver
being referred; at the same time, the Phoenix method is being adopted
for the first time in more than 20 states which believe that the program's
early success continued.)

The following avenues for continuing education can be identified:

1. Local and state coordination conferences.' Regular conferences
between the judiciary and all other components of the referral system
need to be encouraged, to pool the most recent information from both the
legal field and the alcoholism field. These conferences should include



representatives of all elements of the criminal justice system (police,
corrections personnel, prosecutors; defense attorneys, probation officers,
court administrators),'of all the local referral and treatment agencies,
and of the state agencies or federaly-funded agencies concerned with
continued operations in their field. In, addition to the constant up-
dating of information, these conferences would serve to solve the problems
constantly ?.rising in referral systems: definition of roles, points
and methods of,contact, monitoring, evaluation, financial obligations
and needs, allocation of personnel, responses to Changing population, etc..
It should be repeated yet again that a referral program is a local op-.
eration, or at very furthest a state operation, and that early and
repeated coordination between these agencies is essential.

2. National Conferences. Because of the changing nature of
information in this field, a bi-annual national conference would be
productive as long as it was kept small and highly specialized,' and as
long as it resultepi in newenaterials which could be immediately dissemin-
ated through existing national structures to the operatidhal personnel.
This may be a suitable function for the sponsorship of the Task Force.

8

3. Advanced Annual State-level Seminars. Stemaing from the
conference, and working now through'the existing state-level judicial
structivre, advanced seminars for those judges and other personnel 'host
conce4ed with the problems of alcohol referral systems could becbme
institutionalized. Similar seminars in'other subject-matter are already
becoming a regular practice in more advanced states, and there is every

indication that they will become more popular.

'4. Materials for Individual Judges. The updating of basic materials
on a regular basis, provided as individual curriculln pabkages.through .

the state judicial education organizations, would be thoroughly desirable.
It would respond to the problems of both changing information and new
judges: 0.

5. Creation of.a'Bench Book. With bench books becoming So
popular, it would be feasible to create a variation of that pattern
to deal with alcohol referral systems. Creation of that bench book,
and revisions of it, would need to be the joint responsibility of an
independent national organizationand the state authorities.

6. Continuation of the Orientation Teams. Useful for reaUlar
appearances at state or local or national judicial meetings as- :required,
the orientation teams would again serve to keep the local judges informed
as to the latest developments. 'Control front a centralrpoint,yould be
essential in order to keep the orientation team members current and
interesting. These teams could operate also with meetings of.alltypes
of criminal justice system and treatment personnel', operating,at such
times as spokesmen for increasing understanding of the judiciary:

7. University Programs. As the concept of continuing' legal ed-
ucation grows, introduction of advanced materials into the regular
curricula of such programs would influence the entire legal professibn
as well as the judiciary. Finally, the exploration of introducing these
concepts and methods into regular law school programs should be considered --
if the law schools continue to broaden the scope pf their curricula, asjs
-the, present trend.
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8.0 FUNDING SOURCES FOR LOCAL AND NATIONAL PROGRAMS

The purpose of this section is to describe possible sources for
funding judicial education in alcohol referral. Some efforts to find
funds fail either because people are not.aware of existing funding
Opportunities, or because, the linescof responsibility between federal
andstate agencies are unclear. Until the last decade, national-level
funding, for state and local court activities was, pathetically small,
and it is still too small to meet tie needs. Funding for judicial
education has occubled a small propprtion of the larger sum, although
now LEAA has made a substantial and solid commitment. Funding for
judibial education in alcohol referral has been kniscule. The only
federal-leVel effortilaecome from NHTSA, and that has been neither
Substantial nor permanent. Outside the federal agencies, the ABA,
varlIVUdicial organizations, and several' foundations have made
effb t atujudiciat education, often including mention.,of.alcohol.
The sums epent,and the audience reached have beef shall.

'the situation at the,locW. level is curious. Even when a judge
wants an education program specially for his locality, he probably
will not'know where to gee the,curriculum,'or.the funds.,Nandhe will

0 almost certainly not want to conduct the program himself. Though LEAA
offers support for innovative court projects through the state planning
agencies, few judges utilize them. Alcohol treatment agencies do not
Usually know that LEA funds exist and hesitate tomotivate and avist.
the judges, to apply for them Funds from other federal agencies almost
never go to the courts, and lecal communities regard-the'courts more as
_revenue-gatherers than as community institutions.

This section attempts 'to bridge the, gap betweenlocal and, national
knOWledge It does not pretend; to be complete.

4.1 Private Sector Sources

4,

Depending on the-amountlieeded and the nature of.-the project,
funds might be put, together from,a variety o5 Private, sector sources
on either aone-time or annual basis). This applies particularly to 0 c.,
support for"conferencea or seminarsof benefit to the community,at"
large. The best use Of such funds is the purchase of a combination of
1dcal and outside expertise (eeg., existing curriculum padkages).

1., Industry and labor organizations. With the4ecent spread of
industrial alcoholism programs and occupational safe,tiprograms, business,
and labor are increasingly aware of the costs tothem of ald.'061" addiction.
IU 'some communities, support,has come from an.individualindustry;
normally,however, a group o_f contributore must be assembled. The .

pOtential of the distilling and brewing industries and of pharmadeutical
companies has not been fully.explored at either the'local or the
national level.

. _

2. ,Insurance` companies.. The benefits to insurance companies of
programs which can reduce, alcoholism are well known to they alreadyr
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and some insurance companies (e.g., State Farm's drinking driver
campaigns)jiave already contributed funds and efforts.' Normally,

contact should be.made.with headquarters staff.

3. Private Foundations. Support for judicial and alcoholism
identification or'referral is not in the tradition of most foundations--
again with some notable exceptions. There is evidente that this attitude,
is changing, with more foundation support coming to both fields separately.
All foundations pay close attention tb the use of government versus
private funds. For a local, effort, contact should generally be made

. with a foundation whose efforts are concentrated in the specific
community area. For larger efforts, attention should be paid to
operational and experimental programs rather than to a one -shot effort.

Not every foundation is interested in every aspect of most of
the programs suggested in this study; again, one encounters the difficulty
of bridging the criminal justice. system and the alcoholism treatment
system. No.analysis has been made of the' objectives, policies, and
previous grant higtories-of each foundation in this area - -an'activity
that should be undertaken.'

Such an analysis was not possible within the framework of the
present study, but following is a list of foundations which appear to
consider support for programs in this subject-area on either a national
or a local basis. The list was compiled by reference to (a): prior
grant history; (b).'general statements of purpose; (c) contacts for
preVious applications; and (d) data supplied by persons and organizations
in the fields of alcoholism and drug abuse., Its Accuracy cannot by
any, means be guaranteed.

Various organizations provide information about foundation sources:
for example,'The Foundation Center, 1001 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.,
Washington,,D.C.;" The Grantsmanship' Center, 1015 West Olympic BouleVard
LdsAngeles, California 90015; Academic Media, Inc., 10835 Santa
Monica Boulevard/ Los Angeles,' California 9002.5; Foundation News
(includes Foundation Grants Index), P.O. Box-783, Old Chelsea Station,
New York, New York, 10011.

1 For example, .see Law and Justice, a report on the Ford 'Foundation
programs in law, the administration of justice, law enforcement;. and
legal education. (Office of Reports, Ford Foundation, 320 E. 43rd St.,

New York; New York, 10017).
6 6
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Potential Foundation Sources for Support of Judicial Education in Field of
Chemical Addictions

Boettcher Foundation
818 Seventegeth Street
Denver, Colorado 80202
Att.: Chris Dobbins

El Pomar Foundation
P.O. Box 158
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80301
Att: Russell T. Tutt

/

Gates'Foundation
999 South Broady
Denver, Colorado80217
Att: Charles C. Gates, Jr.

Arthur E. Johnson Foundation
1700 Broadway - Room 2301
Denver,Colorado'80202
Att: Philip B. Gilliam

Midwest Oil Foundation
1700 Broadway.
Denver, Colorado 80202
Att: Jack Haraway

Mullen Benevolent Corporation
First National Bank Bldg.
Denver, Colorado 80202

Lawrence Phipps Foundation
821 Seventeenth St. - Suite 812
Denver, Colorado 80202
Att: Joseph Coors

Schwayder, Inc.
1050 South Broadway
Denver, Colorado 80209
Att: Emmet Heitler

Ella Mullen Weckbaugh Benevolent Corp.
2021 First National Bank Building
Denver, Colorado 80202
Att: J. Kernan Weckbaugh

Norgren (Carl A.) Foundation
5400 South Delaware Street
Littleton, Colorado 80120
Att: Leigh H. Norgren
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Thatcher Foundation, The
P.O. Box156
Pueblo, Color4do 81002
Att: Frederick M. Farrar'

Falk (Maurice) Medical. Fund
3311 Grant Building
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 19119

Fels (Samuel S.) Fund
Two Penn Center Plaza
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102

Carnegie Institution of Washington
1530 P Street, Ni.W:

Wathington,.D.C. 20005

FleischMann,(Max C.) Foundation o
Nevada

P.O. Box 1871 .

195 South Sierra Street r .

Reno, Nevada 89501

Astor (The Vincent) Foundation
405 Park Avenue
New York, 'New York 10022-
Att: Allin W. Betts, President

The BurroughsWellcome Fund
One Scarsdale Road
Tuckahoe 7, New-York 10707

The Commonwealth Fund
One East 5th Street
New York, N.Y. 10021
Att: Hon. Quigg Newtgn

Levy (The Joseph and Helen Yeamans)
Foundation

C/o Selig J. Levitan
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, NeW York 10020

Medical FOundation of Buffalo,
Incorporated

73 High Street
Buffalo, New York 14203
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Rockefeller. Brothers Fund

30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10020

.The Rockefeller Foundation
111 West 50th Street
New York, New York: 10020

Whitehall Foundation, Inc.,

20 Exchange Place
New York, New York10005,

Blakley-Braniff Foundation
P.O. Box 35212
ExChange Park .

Dallas 35,'Texas 75235

Adler -Foundation, inc.

C/o ,Morton M. Adler
Purchase Lane
Rye, New York 10580

Ingals (Elizabeth and.Barbara)
Foundation

620 Fourth AVenuei.South
'Birmingham 1, Alabama 35205

The Ingalls Foundation, InCorPerated
Exchange Security Bank Bldg,
Birmingham 3, Alabama 35201.

Meyer (Robert R.) Foundation
C/o FirSt National Bank -of
_Birmingham

Birmingham 2, Alabama 35203

O

Claremont Medical Research
Foundation, Inc.

370 West Third Street
Claremont, California '91711

Hearst (William Randolph) Foundation

HearSt
San Francisco, California 94103

The Kaiser Foundation
300 Lakeside Drive
oakland 12, California 94612

Kaiser (The Henry J.) Family Foundation

Kaiser Buildi6
Oakland 1'2, California 94612
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The Duke-Lab Foundation, Inc.
Duke Plaza

0

South Norwalk; Connecticut 06854

Penney (Jamea' C.) Foundation, Ina.

330'West 34th'Street
New York, New York 10001

The Duke.Endowment
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New YOrk 10020

Rogoff Foundation
Belle Island
Rowaton, Conn. 06853

Kemper (The James-S.,) Foundation-

Mutual Insurance Building.

Chicago, 60640
Att: James D. Kemper, Jr..

The Lahey'Foundation
605 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston15, Massachusetts 02215

The Kresge Fqpndation
2727 Second Avenue
Detroit 32, Michigan 48201

Hill'(Louis W. and Mau4). Family. Faundation

W-500 First National Bank Building

St. Paul 1, Minnesota 55101

Att:-A.K. Heckman

Butler' (Patrick) Family Foundation
370 Summit Avenue
St. Paul Minnesota 55102

: Patrick Butler, Jr.

Baruch (Dr. Simon) Foundation, Inc:

72 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005

Field Foundation, Inc., The

250 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017

1

Guggenheim (John Simon) Memorial

Foundation
551 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10017



Hartford The John A.) Foundation, Inc
405 Lexington Avenue, Suite 5115
New York, New York 1047

Lasdon Foundation, Inc.
Cross County Medical Center
Six Navier Drive
Yonkers 2, New Yokk 10704

Macy (Josiah) Jr., Foundation
16 West 46th Street
New York, New York 10026

Markle (The John and 11ary R.)
Foundation

522 Fifth Avenue
New Yogic, NE,A4 York 10036

Pfeiffer (Gustavus and Louise)
Research Foundation

20 Broad Street
New York, New York 10005

BabcocrTAary Reynolds) Foundation,
;- Incorporated

Reynolds Village
' Winston-Salem, North Carolina, 27609

Att: A. Hollis Edens

The Bremer Foundation
708-9 Union National Bolk Bldg.
Youngstown 3, Ohio 44503

Mabee. (The J.E. and L.E.) Foundation,
1016 First National Bank Bldg.
Tulsa 3, Okla. 74103

Independence Foundation
2500 Philadelphia Nat. Bank Bldg.
Philadelphia,.Pa. 19107

MerrietChapman & Scott Foundation, Inc.
261 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016

Millbank, Memorial Fund
40 Wall Street
New York, New York '10005
Att: Alexander Robertson, A.D.

Kellogg (W.K,) Foundation.
250. Champton Street
Battle Creek, Michigan 4901,7

Att: Medicine and public
Health Division

Standard Oil Foundation, Inc.
910 South Michigan Avenue.
Chicago, Illinois 60680

The Ford Foundation
477 Madison Avenue
New York, New'York 10022

The Ford Motor Company Fund
The American Road
Dearborn, Michigan 48127
Att: William T. Gossett

Chrysler Corporation Fund
341 Massachusetts Avenue..
Detroit 31, Michigan 48203
Att: E. A. Lapp

IncThe Robert Wood Johnson Foundation'
142 Livingston Avenue
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08902

Att: Miss. Olga Ferretti

. Administrative Secretary

6

Clayton Foundation for Research
706 Bank of the Southwest Bldg.
Houston 2, 'Texas 77002

TorAbt Park FcNnIdation
600 Commercial Bank Building
Peoria, Illinois 61602

4 4

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner.& Smith
Foundation, Inc.
70 Pine Street 114

New York,'New York 10005
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Battell Memorial Institute
505 King Ave..
Columbus, Ohio 43201

The Fluor Foundation
P.O. Box 2030
East Los Angeles Branch
2500 South Atlantic Blvd.
Los Angeles, Californi 90222
Att: Mr..Thomas P. Pike



J. P. Routh Foundation, Inc.
4512 Pan Am BUilding
200 Park Avenue
New York,'New York 10017
Att: Mr. J. P. Routh

Foundation's Fund for Research
in Psychiatry

).00 York Street
New Haven, Conn. 06511

Jannie E. Rippel Foundation
570 Broad Street
Newark, New Jersey 07102
Att: Herbert C. Englert

W. Clement and Jessie V. Stone

Foundation
2720 Prudential Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60601
Att: W. R. Arrington

A
Sandoz Foundation
608 Fifth Avenue

-40

New York, New York 10020-

The Grant Foundation (Incorporated)
lao Eat 59th Street
New York, New York 10022
Att: Philip Sapir

van Ameringen Foundation,,Inc.
509 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 100'2
Att: Mr. Hod Gray (r.

Frances G. Wickes Foundation, Inc.
One Chase Manhattan Plaza

-"°New York, New, York 10005

Att: Miss Anne Phalon

Gebbie Foundation., Inc.
Hotel Jamestown Bldg. - 'Room 308

.
Jamestown, New York 14701

Albert and Mary Lasker Foundation,. Inc.',

866 United Nations Plaza
New York, Ncw York 10017

Drug Abuse Council
1828 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

7o
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8.2 Public Sector Sources

Four kinds of federal gOverlment agencies are easily identifiable
as potential funding sources: taose ecncerried with the criminal justice
system, especially with assisting courts and with diverting"victimless
crimes from the criminal justice system; those concerned with the pre
vention and treatment of alcohol problems; those concerned with highway
safety; and those dealing with edUcation at the local level, particularly
withoadult and professional education.

1. National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. NIAAA
is located within the Alcohol, Drugs, and Mental Health Administration
of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Started in
1971, and with a current annual budget of $145,000,000, NIAAA represents
a new, major commitment from the federal Government. Within NIAAA
there exist both a Criminal Justice Program, which is barely active
,due to staffing shortages, and a Training Division which rules on
applications for both grants and contracts. .rom 1973 until the present,
NIAAA has also contracted for a NationakCenter for Alcohol Education,
with an annual budget of approximately.$2,000,000. (At the time of
writing, the budget and scope of NCAE are in daubt.)

Two other elements of . NIAAA are also of, intereSCNewly createsrin
1974 are the four Area AlcoholisM EdUcation.and.Training Programs
(AAETPs). These represent 4 move by NIAAA to coordinate national
activities with local needs. Each AAETP "represents a consortium of
treatment angl training,agencies and organizations, and will provide
limited funds for the enrichment and expansion of education and training
based on objectives established according to areawide needs and priorities."
Each 'has so far been funded for f8 months, from July 1, 1974 to December
31, 1975,.each with a budget of.$875,000. Judicial education has not
yet emerged in any area as a priority, and other training needs will
certainly seem more urgent, but once the AAETPs have deVeloped some
stability and policies, thel., should provide an interesting avenue for
both information and operations. Also of interest is the newly, created
Council of State and Territorial Alcoholism Authorities, established with
NIAAA funds and headquartered in Washington. CSTAA will also provide
an important link between the federal band state agencies. In the case
of both these units, indications of interest in judicial education by
a community or state will be taken as a legitimate expression of a need.4

2 East AAETP (H.E.W. Regions 1, 2, and 3), Box 512, Bloomfield, Conn, 06002
Midwest AAETP (H.E.W. Regions 5 and 7), 180 N. Michigan Avenue,

'Chicago, Illinois 60601.
West AAETP (H.E.W. Regions 8,9, and 10), 128 Terminal Way, Suite 120,

Reno, Nevada 89502.

South AAETP (H.E.W. Regions 4 and 6), 776 B Juniper Street, N.E.,.
Atlanta, Georgia 30309,
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NIAAA has funded no work with judges, though the staff and the
Advisory. Council are by no means averse to the idea. Two developments
seem probable during the next few years: (a) NIAAA will begin to work
more closely with elements of the criminal fustice system, especially
in alcohol referral systems; (b) NIAAA will be,More open to proposals
to. develop and demonstrate model curricula and methodologies than
funding operational projects at the state or local level. The priorities
for operation of the AAETPs will be determined locally by each Board
of Directors.

NIAAA exists under P.L. 91-616 as'amended by P.L. 93 -282. Section
301 governs formula grants to states, and Section 311 covers project
grants. Information is available either through the State Alcoholism
Authority, the Regional Office of Health, Education, and Welfare, or,
better," directly from NIAAA.3

,

2. National Institute on Drug Abuse. The confusion between alcohol
and drug programs-present at the community level is reflected in the
federal structure. Located like NIAAA under ADAMEA at HEW, the National
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) does not have responsibility for alcohol
programs. Because of the nature of judicial education in alcohol
referral, because the patterns of referral system and the treatment
agencies are often the same, NIDA might be convinced to fund efforts
which deal with both problems. The Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act
of 1972 (P.L. 92-255) .provides for the following (all dollar sums
indicate the amounts authorized, not appropriated, for FY 75):
(1) Formula grants ($45,000,000 for distribution in accordance with
state plans); (2) Special project grants and contract ($160,000,000
for prevention, treatment, rehabilitation, including counseling, education,

, and other services for addicts); (4) Community mental health centers
($60,000,000); (4) Special fund for federal agencies ($40,000,000);
(5) Research and development ($30,000,000); and (6)-Technical assistance
to state and local agencies. '

3. Office'df Education. Under the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education
Act Amendments' of 1974 (P.L. 93-422), the Office of Education was
authorized in 1974 to operate in the field of alcohol education, particularly
at the elementary and secondary school level. At the time of writing,.
no decisions had been made by the Office'that would rule out judicial
education. However, on November 20, 1974, the Senate voted not to
appropriate any funds under this Act. The issue will be reviewed in
the present Congress.

4, law Enforcement Assistance Adminitration.' Situated within
the Department of Justice, LEAA was created as a result of the Omnibus

3 For general projec grants regarding prevention, treatment, research
and training, contact Of ce of the Director, NIAAA, 5600 Fishers Lane,
Rbckville,, Md., 20852. NIAAA'can provide 'a listing of the state alcohol-
ism authority directors and of the regional representatives.
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Crime Control and Safe Streets Aat of 1968'(P.L. .90 -351)-as amended
in 1973 (P.L. 93-83). With an authorized total appropriation ncof
$1,000,000,000 for FY 1975, LEAA provides numerous opportunities for
funding judicial. education in alcohol referral:

(1) Section 202 governs the block grants to State Planning
Agencies. This is the main source for local efforts, following the
proposal process through the state agency. As a result Oflocannitiative,4

fUnds in a very few cases have already supported judicial planning
for alcohol referral. The decision rests with the state agency, and in
most stae agencies there is a, growing acceptance of any effort td
support the functioning of the court system. About 85% of LEAA. funds go'
through the State Planning Agencies.

(2) Section 402 establishes the National Institute forLaw
Enforcement and Criminal Justice with power to make project-grants to
-public and private organizations.' Section 403 authorizes project grants
to institutions of higher education. Dealing with model projects or
national-level programs, discussions about proposals shouldbe under-
taken directly with NILECJ.

,

(3) Sections 451 and 452 provide grants to state or local
agencies for correctional institutions and facilities, including alcohol
referral.

(4) a'As a result of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Preventioh Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-415, Sec. 20I), LEAA established the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Office with authorityfor
the following funding:

a; Formula grants (Sec. 221) to states and local
governments pursuant to State Plans. (Sec. 223).

b. For Special Emphasis Prevention and Treatment
.Programs, Sec. 224'provide'S grants to public and private
organizations and individuals. .

c. Sec. 241 establishes the National Institute for
Juvenile JPAtice and Delinquency Prevention with authOrity
to "enter into contracts withimblic or private agencies, -

organizations, or individuals' for the part performanceld
any function of the Institute."

Although any-mention of judicial education tends .to evoke an
immediate response in LEAA directing attention to the existing LEAA-
funded institutions, that response is not meant to".-be exclusive or
negative. With LEAkincreasingly alert to the needs of the4udiciary
andethe,problem of alcohol, there are many avenues toward finds for
judicial education in alcohol referral, especially as a result of
local or state-level initiative. Apparently, most of these avenues are
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unused only because no one has explored them. 4

During CY 1975, LEAA is 'spending $1.2 million on existing agents
for judicial education, and further, amounts for aleutprojectS through
the State Planning. Agencies. The Crime Control Act of 1973 gave,NILECJ'
additional responsibilities for assisting training programs, particularly
in the.developmental'stage. It also called 'for NILEC3 to conduct a
detailed survey of Criminal justice manpower needs and to develop
guidelines for LEAA education, training, and manpower programs. (The

manpower needs study is under contract to the National Planning
AssoCiation.) Finally, the Act introduced two important influences on
the State plans, which now must include programs for the improvement'
of juvenile justice, and for the development.of narcotic and alcoholism
treatment programs in corrections institutions. All these are important
new.opportuhities for the funding of judicial planning for referral systems.

The main problem with LEAA seems to be the agency's lack of interest
in alcoholism visible in its publications, and in turn reflecting the .

failure of the criminal justice system to regard alcohol seriously as
a possible area of responsibility. However, LEAA is thoroughly
accustomed to novel, grants and contracts, and open-minded about their.
subject- matter. As the agency accepts more responsibility for helping
the courts, prOposals for alcohol referral systems may be recognized as
beneficial in purely criminal justice terms. It seems likely that
various judicial organizations will continue to bring the subject to
LEAAis attention.

5. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. As disburser
of the Alcohol's'afety-Action Project funds, NHTSA (within the Department
of TranSportation)° is indirectly involved in judicial education through
its emphasislon alcohol an.d highway safety as a result of the Highway

-Safety Act of 1966 (P.L. 89 -564) as amended. Sec. 403 has allowed the
creation of educational curricula and activities to support the Alcohol
Safety Action Projects as demonstration projects. The model curricula
.are still available for initiating ASAPs under state or local auspices,
funded under Sec. 402. This Section apportions' matching funds by

--formula"tb the states through the Governors' Highway Safety Representa-
tives, the State Comprehensive Plans, and the annual State Programs.
NHTSA itself, however, does not fund individual local education directly,
and its work with judges will now .decline substantially. It is also very

4 For programs at LEAA, the contacts are as follows:

a. for action and training programs, Mr. James Swain, Court
Program, Office of National Priority Programs LEAA, 633 Indiana
Avenue, N.W., Room 1104, Wadhington, D.C.

b, for research programs, Ms. Cheryl MartoraMa, Courts Division,
Office of Research Programs, Room.813, same address.

For the address of the designated State Planning Agency, ,contact
the Office of Regional Operations at LEAA. See also the important docu-
ment listed.a4ran addendum to the bibliography, p.
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difficult to change MHTSA's priorities, since they work by announcing
Projects and soliciting proposals based on -plans laid far in .advance.
A$ far as Sec. 403'fUnds are concerned, in sum, the "demonstration"
judicial education effort is finished. However, because of Sec. 402
funds, some. Governor's Representatives should be susceptible'tO strong
local-level requests for the inclusion of.jUdicial eduCation about
drinking driVers in their'anpual plans.

6 /
6. Department of Defense. All branches of the military now have

active programs for the development of alcoholism diagnosis and treat-
ment, including ASAPs. The Department is currently contracting for
world-wide surveys of existing training and treatment resources in
alcohol and drug abuse. It is conceivable that the Department, or '-
individual servicesMay need to explore the legal ramifications of these
programs, particularly as applicable. to the Military Justice system.
IndividAl military installations are currently discovering the need to
develop liaison with civilian agencies in adjacent areas, both to handle
referrals, and to cope equitably with, public drunkenness and drinking
driving cases. The Department is making use of existing civilian training
programs for its personnel, and it.is also developing its own training
materials, which, it seems likely, will be of high quality. Information
about liaison with military personnel is best soughtat the local level.

8.3 Summary Recommendations

The ways to acquire federal funds vary considerably. For local
units, the most accessible funds are those disbursed to the states
under block grants, especially in the case of LEAA. Access is more
likely if several communities band together through state-level pro-
fessional organizations or departments to develop a statewide program.
Local units are unlikely to receive direct federal funding, especially
without state or, regional assistance. The following exceptions are
possible: demonstration projects; research projects; cooperation with
competitive-bid contracts or 'grants. In all cases, the cooperation of
state-level disbursing agencies should be sought. There is evidence
that their funds are not being used for judicial education largely
because no one has explored the various possibilities and taken the
initiative, rather than because the state-level agencies axe reluctant.
To sum up, the funding effort most likely to succeed will develop
from a local level, through state-level organizations, toward the state
or regional divisions of the national funding sources.

On the other hand, comprehensive, national-level programs require
direct national-level funding. Local agencies can rarely develop the
resources necessary for the highest quality of program, and the local
judiciary is not self-starting (despite prominent exceptions). Local
programs reinvent the whee -f, poorly. Once developed, they rarely spread
to other local jurisdictions. Federal funds are wisely used to create
high-quality resources, to stimulate local energy, and to provide fundsfor local personnel to use nationally-developed curricula. Federal
agencies would be well-advised toidevelop systematic plans for judicial
education in alcohol referral, emphasizing on thewone hand initiation,
and on the other ease and permanenCe of access for local personnel.
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Though there have been notable exceptions, state and local

governments cannot generally provide funds for the initiation of most

of the projects suggested in this study. For the continuation of projects,

,however, state and 16cal funds should be committed as a matter of routine

budgeting, since the principal benefits flow to the local units. Assist-

arfce should come from:

a. governmental agencies concerned with public health,, mental

health, alcoholism, social services, medical and hospital treatment, and

with educational activities.

"b. government agencies concerned with improvement of state and

local justice systems, especially those budgeting for the courts, law

-enforcement, or any portion of the corrections system.

c. specific appropriations of public funds authorized by' state

legislatures or nunicipal government (as several states have. managed by.

restructuring liquor taxes).5

In addition to dollar support, various community.agencies may provide

incentive, support, and use of their resources, since judicial planning

for alcohol referral fits into -their objectives; e.g., National Council on

Alcoholism or Alcohol and Drug Problems Association affiliates; Volunteers

in Probation, Inc.; the Jaycees; local Bar Associations and Medical Asso-

ciations; universities and community colleges, especially those With

continuing education programs. No general rules apply to the level of

interest or capabilities of these agencies, except the strong recommendation

to contact them early and keep them informed.

One observation about the judiciary needs to be made, emphasized,

and repeated: as a profession, the record of past performanke suggests

that the judiciary is incompetent at getting funds, either from state

legislatures or from federal agencies. This is for two clear reasons:

they do not like to lobby, and they do not know how to write grant

applications. The courts get a smaller proportion of money from state

legislatures than they deserve because they do not use the sane tactics

as do other elements of the criminal justice system. Further,'it became

clear in the, course of this report that the main reason federal agencies

are not funding judicial endeavors is because they are,not getting grant

applications of good enough technical quality, or even in any great numbers.

The last three recommendations concerning funds, therefore, must be

directed at the judges themselves: (a) it is the responsibility of the

judiciary to initiate programs and request funds to undertake planning

and education, rather than simply expecting the mone to be delivered to

5 At the National Judicial Educators' Conference conducted at the

University of Mississippi April 28-May 1, 1974, B.J. George, Jr. pre -

sen ted a very fine paper on "Structuring and Financing a Justice System

Program." Emphasizing the need for each state to follow a different

course suited to its resources and population, 'George presents information

more specific than is contained in this Section. The paper; obtainable

from Ms. Barbara Franklin at the National Center for State Courts, should

be read by anyone setting up a permanent judicial education system.
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them; (b) since judges do'not normally have either the time or the skill
to write grant applications', they should hire professional assistance,
and especially where LEAA is concerned, they should actively seek the
advice of the state planning agencies; (c) at the state level, judicial
organizations should actively lobby state legislatures for the provision
of services which are already routinely provided to other elements of the
criminal justice system.

Finally, there can be no better conclusion to this report than to
reproduce Standard 7.5 of the National Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals. The Standard and its commentary (Report on
Courts, pp. 156-159) are singularly clear about the responsibility of
the profession and of government to conduct and fund judicial education,.
and any applicant for funds to conduct judicial education in alcohol )

referral may regard himself as aiding the implementation of that Standard:

STANDARD 7.5
JUDICIAL EDUCATION V

Every State should create and maintain a comprehensive, A

program of continuing judicial education. Planning for this
program should recognize the extensive commitment of judge time,
both as faculty and as participants for such programs, that will
be necessary. Funds necessary to prepare, administer, and conduct
the programs, and funds to permit judges to attend appropriate
national and regional educational programs, should be provided.

Each State program should have thd following features:

1. All new trial judges, within 3 years of assuming .judicial
office, should attend both local and national orientation programs
as well as one of the national judicial educational programs.

' The local orientation program should come immediately before or
after the judge first takes office. It should include visits to
all institutions and facilities to which criminal offenders may
be sentenced.

2. Each State should develop its own State judicial college,
which should be responsible for the orientation program for new
judges and which should make available to all State judges the
graduate and refresher programs of the national judicial educational
organizations. Each State also should plan specialized subject
matter programs as well as 2- or 3-day annual State seminars for
trial and appellate judges.

3. The failure of any judge, without good cause, to pursue
educational programs as prescribed in this standards should be
considered by the jucicial conduct commission as grounds for
discipline or removal.

4. Each State should prepare a bench manual on procedural
laws, with forms, samples, rule requirements and other information
that a judge should have readily available. Thisshould include
sentencing alternatives_and information concerning correctional
programs and institutions.
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5. Each State should publish periodically--and not 'less than
quarterly--a newsletter 'with information from the chiefjustide,
the court administrator, correctional authorities, and others.
This should include articles of interest to judges, references to
new literature in the judicial and correctional fields, and citations
of important appelliate and trial court decisions.

6. Each State should adppt a program of sabbatical leave for
the purpose of enabling 'judges to pursue etudies.add research
relevant to their judicial duties. .
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